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Abstract: We study the symbolic representation of imagery information by a powerful global
representation scheme in the form of Attributed Relational Graph (ARG), and propose new
techniques for the extraction of such representation from spatial-domain images, and
for performing the task of image understanding through the analysis of the extracted
ARG representation.
To achieve practical image understanding tasks, the system needs to comprehend
the imagery information in a global form. Therefore, we propose a multi-layer hierar- j
chical scheme for the extraction of global symbolic representation from spatial-domain
images. The proposed scheme produces a symbolic mapping of the input data in terms of
an output alphabet, whose elements are defined over global subimages. The proposed
scheme uses a combination of model-driven and data-driven concepts. The model-driven
principle is represented by a graph transducer, which is used to specify the alphabet
at each layer in the scheme. A symbolic mapping is driven by the input data to map
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the input local alphabet into the output global alphabet. Through the iterative
application of the symbolic transformational mapping at different levels of hier
archy, the system extracts a global representation from the image in the form of
attributed relational graphs. Further processing and interpretation of the
imagery information can, then, be performed on their ARG representation.
We also propose an efficient approach for calculating a distance measure
and finding the best inexact matching configuration between attributed relational
graphs. For two ARGs, we define sequences of weighted error-transformations which
when performed on one ARG (or a subgraph of it), will produce the other ARG. A
distance measure between two ARGs is defined as the weight of the sequence which
possesses minimum total-weight. Moreover, this minimum-total weight sequence
defines the best inexact matching configuration between the two ARGs. The global
minimization over the possible sequences is performed by a dynamic programming
technique. The approach shows good results for ARGs of practical sizes.
The proposed system possesses the capability to inference the alphabets of
the ARG representation which it uses. In the inference phase, the hierarchical
scheme is usually driven by the input data only, which normally consists of images
of model objects. It extracts the global alphabet of the ARG representation of the
models. The extracted model representation is then used in the multi-layer shceme.
We present our experimental results In utilizing the proposed system for locating
objects in complex scenes.
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ABSTRACT

Eshera, Mohamed A., Ph.D., Purdue University. May 1985. Image
Understanding by Hierarchical Symbolic Representation and Inexact
Matching of Attributed Graphs. Major Professor: K. S. Fu.
We study the symbolic representation of imagery information by
a powerful global representation scheme in the form of Attributed
Relational Graph (ARG), and propose new techniques for the
extraction of such representation from spatial-domain images, and
for performing the task of image understanding through the analysis
of the extracted ARG representation.
To achieve practical image understanding tasks, the system
needs to comprehend the imagery information in a global form.
Therefore, we propose a multi-layer hierarchical scheme for the
extraction of global symbolic representation from spatial-domain
images. The proposed scheme produces a symbolic mapping of the
input data in terms of an output alphabet, whose elements are
defined over global subimages. The proposed scheme uses a
combination of model-driven and data-driven concepts. The modeldriven principle is represented by a graph transducer, which is used
to specify the alphabet at each layer in the scheme. A symbolic
mapping is driven by the input data to map the input local alphabet
into the output global alphabet. Through the iterative application of
the symbolic transformational mapping at different levels of
hierarchy, the system extracts a global representation from the
image in the form of attributed relational graphs. Further
processing and interpretation of the imagery information can, then,
be performed on their ARG representation.

We also propose an efficient approach for calculating a distance
measure and finding the best inexact matching configuration
between attributed relational graphs. For two ARGs, we define
sequences of weighted error-transformations which when performed
on one ARG (or a subgraph of it), will produce the other ARG. A
distance measure between two ARGs is defined as the weight of the
sequence which possesses minimum total-weight. Moreover, this
minimum-total weight sequence defines the best inexact matching
configuration between the two ARGs. The global minimization over
the possible sequences is performed by a dynamic programming
technique, the approach shows good results for ARGs of practical
■sizes. ■
The proposed system possesses the capability to inference the
alphabets of the ARG representation which it uses. In the inference
phase, the hierarchical scheme is usually driven by the input data
'bnly, which normally consist of images of model objects. It extracts
the global alphabet of the ARG representation of the models. The
extracted model representation is then used in the operation phase
of the system to: perform the mapping in the multi-layer scheme.
We present our experimental results for utilizing the proposed
system for locating objects in complex scenes.

CHAPTER

I

INTROJHJCTION

Throughout ages, human’s ambitious to utilize machines in
performing varieties 'of tasks has never stoped or slowed down. Man
has always been improving machines to increase their efficiency and
expand their capabilities; Intelligence has been regarded as an
attribute of human beings, and sometimes of some other living
beings but with much lower degrees.

Nevertheless, with the rapid

development of new generations of digital computers, with their
lightening computation speed and immense memory sites, the dream
of having intelligent machines is getting closer to reality, if not
already real, at least to some extent. Dining the past two decades,
there has been rapidly growing and widely spreading interest in
building machines that behave with more and more intelligence,
[fuks83b], [fuks83c], [nils80].
The versatile capabilities of intelligent machines will be widely
enhanced if equipped with an efficient and powerful computer vision
and image understanding system, [kana79], [kana81b], [mats84],
[tang80], [wins80].

The mutual interaction, if not overlapping,

between vision and intelligence comes from the need to understand
what is seen and to see what, is to he understood. In fact, a
considerable part of the human brain is dedicated to his vision
system. Vision is not merely receiving the falling light on the
retina, but it is definitely more into understanding and
comprehending what the retina receives. It is considered to be an
important, if not the most important way of sensing and perceiving
knowledge. Therefore, a major discipline in the area of machine
intelligence deals with visual information processing through
computer vision and image understanding systems.
An image understanding system considers the image as a
quantitative description of a set of objects, [fuks82a], [asad84],
[ball82]. A class of objects is a group of objects that share some
common properties. The system receives the image data through its
imaging devices, e.g., digital cameras, cameras followed by digitizers,
or solid-state cameras, etc.; [ball82], which sense the light on their
receivers and converts it into digital signals in the form of an array
pf grey scale values. The main task of image understanding is to
comprehend, analyze, or "understand , the visual information to
produce a useful description of the input image for decision making
and other automated tasks and operations, [agga8l], [bhan83],
[cowi83], [fang83], [flsc83], [fish83], [gonz82]> [leeh83], [mart83],
[perk78], [perk80],[shap63], [thor83], [trop83].
An image understanding system consists, in general, of two
major stages, as shown in Figure 1.1.

The first stage concerns

mainly With the representation of the visual information of different
objects in the image. The objective of this stage is to obtain an
efficient, compact, yet, complete and adequate, form of

representation for the visual knowledge, through which digitized
images can be stored in the computer memory to facilitate their
further analysis.

The actual analysis and interpretation of the

images are performed, usually on the extracted representations, at
the second stage.

1.2

Image Representation

There have been several forms of knowledge representation
which have already been used for representing visual information so
that it can be stored in the computer memory for later processing
and analysis. One of the elementary and most reasonable forms of
image representation is the spatial domain, which is actually the
representation provided by the image digitizing peripherals. In the
sphtial domain an image is represented by a two-dimensional array
of elements, or pixels, [gonz78], [rose82]. Pixels of the spatial
domain represent the local gray values at different locations in a
given image- A typical spatial domain image ..representation.' is an
array Of 512 by 512 (or 1024 by 1024) elements defined over a 0-255
gray scale.
The spatial domain representation of images is. usually the

representation in which most practical vision systems receives their
input images.
Nevertheless, except for some mainly image
processing tasks, this representation is not used as the main form
for representing visual ''information,'' in most computer vision and
image understanding systems. It is clear that the spatial domain
image representation is very demanding on the memory
requirement, considering the fact that in practical images only very

5

small portions of the image contain some objects of any useful
information. Also, the strict locality of information carried by the
pixels has required most image understanding and pattern
recognition techniques to seek other forms of knowledge
representation, usually higher level representation, for storing the
images to facilitate their high level analysis. The adequate form of
representation usually depends on the task to be performed on the
. images.
Several hierarchical data structures have been used for image
representation on the form of quad-trees, oct-trees, [burt80j,
[hunt79a],
[hunt79b],
[joneBl],
[klin76],
[rose80],
[rose83],
[sameSOa], [sameSOb], [same80c], [same82], pyramids, [ichiSl],
[leviBO], [tani76], and cones, [hans80], [uhrl72], [uhrl76], [uhrl?8].
The basic idea is to provide several levels of resolution for the
image. One of the advantages of this representation is that it
provides finer resolution for different parts of the image, only if
needed, i.e., for those parts that contain informative details.
Therefore, this representation saves on the memory required to
store the image and, consequently, it also saves on the
computational cost.
Another advantage of the hierarchical
representation is that it provides several levels of resolution, thus it
facilitates performing different tasks on image, in a more efficient
manner, since some tasks are easier to perform at certain
resolutions rather than others.
Another major approach; of representation is to represent
objects by vectors of features, e.g., color, size, etc., which can easily
he measured from input images, [fuku72], [toui74]. This is the basic
form of image representation used in the decision-theoretic

■
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approach to pattern recognition. This approach is mainly concerned
with the classification of certain patterns or objects.
A symbolic approach to image analysis and understanding, which
has demonstrated .usefulness, in. several-applications', is the syntactic
or the structural approach, [fuks82a], [esheS3], [fuks80], [fuks82c],
[fuks83a], [fuks83c], [pavl77], [rose79a], Basically, this approach
uses symbolic representation for the Visual structural information.
There have been several forms of visual knowledge representation
utilized within this approach itself, namely strings, [fuks82a], trees,
or graphs, [eshe84a], [sanf83a], [slat80], as we will discuss in the
next chapter. Briefly, in this approach, the structural features of
the image, or of the objects in it, are represented as a set of
entities, or primitives. These sets are called alphabets of primitives.
The structural relation among these features are represented by
mutual relations between the primitives of the alphabets through
some attachment rules.
A recent approach has been emanating from the syntactic
approach by combining the decision theoretic approach into it. In
this case, semantic information is incorporated into the syntactic
representation on the form of attributed structural representation,
[fuks83a], [fuks82b], [pyst78a], [radi84], [tsai80a], [tsai80b],
|youk79], The image features are represented by attributed entities
ihtheAlphabet, where the attributes represent some semantic
parameter of the structural features. Moreover, the semantic
information of the relationships among the image features is
represented by the attributes associted with the relations between
their corresponding entities. This approach for image representation
has shown to provide compact, concise, and powerful representation
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that is capable of comprehending all the information contents of the
images, as we will demonstrate through the course of this research.
In general, the attributed structural representation of images
indicates the tied relation between vision systems and other
branches of machine intelligence, such as data-base management
systems j expert systems, etc., [chan82], [chan80], [meie83],
[tahiu84]. It also facilitates the exchange of techniques of analysis
and conceptual basis of problem formulation between these different
aspects of machine intelligence, For example, attributed relation
graphs have demonstrated superior capabilities in handling the
proper dimensionality of images and accommodating all their
information contents. On the other, hand, they deem close relation
to some other general forms of knowledge representation in artificial
intenigence,
frames.

1.3

eg,,

relational database,

semantic

networks,

and

Processing and Analysis of Visual Information

The actual processing and analysis of information in most image
understanding and vision systems, as it is the case of most other
knowledge processing systems, usually takes place in the second
stage of the system on the extracted representation of images. The
choice of a particular form of representation for the image data
usually depends on the purpose of the system and the tasks
expected to be performed by it.

In general, some tasks can be

performed on a particular form of representation much more
efficiently than on other forms.
Moreover, some form of
representations do not emphasis the image global information

0
convenient availability for the analysis techniques, therefore they are
usually impractical, if not impossible, to be utilized in most image
understanding tasks.
The spatial domain image representation has been used as the
major form of image representation in most image processing
operations, e.g., filtering, local edge detection, image enhancement,
etc. These operations do not need to comprehend the global
information in the image, and they are also required to keep the
image dimensionality, since their output is usually on the form of
processed images, rather than decisions or certain actions.
Therefore, the spatial domain representation seems proper for these
type of image processing operations, [chen79], [duda72], [diam83],
[fros82], [gonz77], [leej83], [naga81], [nevi82], [rose79b], [rose82],
[tani?7], [tsao8l], [vaid82]. Although the spatial domain image
representation is the main form of representation in which most
machine vision systems receive the input images, but it is very
rarely considered to be the adequate form of representation for
most image understanding tasks, as we discussed in Section 1.2.
Several powerful and global forms of image representation were
discussed in that section. The choice of a suitable form of
representation often depends on the tasks to be performed on the
images.
The attributed structural (or syntactic/semantic) approach to
image analysis and understanding has proven to be a powerful
approach for several applications of machine vision systems. This
approach was originally based on the utilization of the concepts of
formal languages and automata theory for image analysis and
understanding, [hopc69], [fuks82a], [thom76], [eshe83]. The basic

idea common to most techniques in the structural approach, is the
decomposition of visual objects in the image into simple sub-objects.
Through a recursive decomposition, complex structural objects can
be broken down into sets of simple image features,...'■■usually called
primitives, /which constitute the alphabet of the representation.
In this approach images are represented by relational structures
whose entities are defined over an alphabet of image features.
Three main types of such relational structures have been used in
this approach, namely string, tree, and graph, [ahujBl], [eshe84a],
[pavl77], [rose79a]. The relationships among the image features are
represented by the relations between their respective entities in the
representation, e.gV, left-to-right concatenation, father to children
relation, and branch between nodes, for the string, tree and graph
representations, respectively.
In many techniques which apply the attributed structural
approach to image recognition and understanding, formal grammars
are used to generate the structural representations of images Of the
same class, [fuks82a], [pavl77]. An image class is a set of images
that share some common properties, usually some structural
features. The grammars are used to provide a systematic and
concise methodology for generating representations of images of a
particular class, which is usually called the language generated by
the grammar, [rose79a]. Several types of image grammars have
been proposed and utilized for. image analysis in this approach.
String, tree, and graph grammars have been the main tree types of
grammars used in this approach for the main three forms of
representations.
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An advantage of using formal grammars in this approach is to
utilize them in designing systematic recognition algorithms, i.e.,
parsers. A parser is used to decide whether an unknown image is
member of a certain class of images by syntacticly analyzing its
structural representation with the language generated by a certain
grammar. Parsers have been proposed for most of the grammars
used for image analysis, [ahoa72]. However, most of these parsing
algorithms require noise-free, Or ideal, representation of images,
which represent an obstacle in their utilization in real applications.
A major requirement of : a practical image understanding system

is to be able to handle reai-werd images which are usually burdened
with noise, distortion, and uncertainty. In this case, exact parsing
of the extracted object representation with the language
representation of a class of objects does not provide an adequate
solution to the image recognition problem. Therefore, there have
been proposed some error-correcting parsing techniques, which are
capable of correcting some errors. The only problem with such
error-correcting parsing techniques lies in their high computational
complexity, since they mainly test all the combinations that can
possibly be used to correct the errors.
Another very useful approach to handle noise and distortion in
real world image understanding problems utilizes similarity or
distance measures between image representations. In practical
problems, the more interesting question is how similar is an object
to a prototype of a class of objects, rather than whether two objects
are exactly identical.

It is intuitive that a good and efficient

distance measure between objects (or images) is a main milestone in
any intelligent decision making process, a real-life everyday example

is that without a good distance measure between two merchandises
an intelligent decision on which is the "smart" buy cannot be

As we discussed briefly in Section 1.1, there are two main
phases in most machine vision and image understanding systems.
The first phase is concerned with the extraction of an adequate and
efficient form of knowledge representation from. the image data,
while the actual analysis usually is performed in the second phase of
the system. Several forms of image representation have been used
in image analysis, in general, and in the structural approach in
particular.
It is also known that in most practical applications, information
sources, and images are no exception, are usually noisy and
distorted.- Needless to say, the more capable the first stage in any
vision system of handling such noise and distortion in real-images,
and of comprehending all the image information contents, the easier
and more efficient is the analysis of the second stage will be.
For an image undenstanding systeni to he useful in practice, it
should be able to handle at its input the real-world images
themselves, or at most, the output of some simple preprocessing
operations. It should comprehend the image information contents
and preserve all its useful properties, such as symnietry, closure of
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curves, connectivity, etc., throughout the different stages of
processing. It should also be able to handle noise, distortion, and
uncertainty which almost always exist in real-world images.
In this thesis, we focus our effort on the utilization of Attributed
Relations Graphs as powerful tools for visual knowledge
representations. For the first stage of the system we present a new
hierarchical scheme for the extraction of a global image
representation from images. The input to this stage are images as
defined over a set of image primitives which are obtained by simple
physical measurements on real images, it can be as simple as the
gray scale values of the image pixels. The main component of this
stage is a hierarchical multi-layer scheme, which receives at its
input the result of some very elementary preprocessing operations,
e.g., filtering, edge detection and thining. The scheme extracts from
the image the informative global features, as defined by the
structural alphabet of a hierarchical graph transducer. This
transducer is basically a rule-based transformation implemented in
bitwise operations. It performs a recursive mapping of the image
information contents from the input image primitives into a global
output alphabet. The extracted alphabet is then used to produce
the image global representation in the form of an Attributed
Relational Graph (ARG).
We also propose a new approach for calculating a graph distance
measure and inexact matching between two ARG’s to enable the
system to pursue the image understanding process, and accomplish
some tasks, such as locating some objects of interest in the image,
etc.

Informally, a similarity, or a distance, measure between two

images (or subimages) is defined as the maximum number of similar
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features that are common between the two irnages; or the minimum
changes that need to be performed on one image in order to
produce the other image. The important question in practical
applications is riot whether two images (subimages or objects) are
identical, but rather how similar they are to each Other. Thus the
noise and distortion in real images can be accommodated by
specifying tolerance in the distance between two images. Moreover,
an interesting issue is to define arid calculate a distance measure
between ari image and a part of a bigger irriage, i.e., hoW similar an
object is to a sub-object.
A more detailed block diagram Of
un.derstanding system is shown in Figure 1.2.

the

proposed

image

1.5 Thesis Organization

The research performed in the course of this thesis has two
major contributions to image understanding systems. Each of Which
lies within one of the two main components of the general system,
'which is shoWn in Figure 1.1. The first contribution deals with the
extraction of a global symbolic representation in the form of
attributed relational graph from real-world images through a new
hierarchical scheme Which uses a multi-layer graph transducer in
mapping local image primitives into an alphabet of global features.
This technique, along with some illustrative examples, is presented
in Chapter 4.

Decisions Sc

Representation Extraction

Analysis

Input Image j

Extraction of
Global
Representation

High-I evel Analysis
and
Distance Measure

Model Image
Representation

Extraction

fig, 1.2 Block Diagram of an Image Understanding System

Results
—

>

To set up thebackground for the hierarchical scheme presented
in Chapter 4, we review the related work on the structural
techniques for image representation in Chapter 2 In that chapter,
we discuss,;the conceptual bases of the structural approach, the
main forms of image representation used in it, compare them, and
show some of the advantages and disadvantages of each of them on
the others. The powerful capabilities -which are offered by AEG are
also discussed to demonstrate the need and usefulness of such
image representations for image understanding systems. We will
also discuss how these approaches are related to other machineintelligence systems rather than only vision systems.
In Section 1.3, we discussed the importance and the practical
need for some distance or similarity measures between images, or
between their
investigate - the

respective representations In Chapter 3,
we
different techniques forcalculating distance

measures between image structural representations as a background
material to introduce the second major contribution of our research.
This contribution deals with a new dynamic programming approach
for calculatinga global distanee measure
and finding the best
inexact matching configuration, between attributed relational, graphs;
it is presented in detail in Chapter 5 of this thesis.
In Chapter 6, we present our experimental results and
demonstrate the capabilities and the usefulness of the proposed
techniques in
performingimage understanding tasks.
The
concluding remarks of our research, some problems -which are still
open for further investigation, and some new directions of machine
intelligence, for which our approaches may also be useful, are all
presented in Chapter 7.
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CHAPTER

II

STRUCTURAL ANR HIERARCHICAL REPRESENTATION

or visual WFomumm

2.1

General

The syntactic approach to image analysis was initiated in the
early 1960‘s, and was mainly based on concepts from the theory of
formal languages and automata. In formal languages, fhopc69],
sentences are described in terms of concatenated phrases which are
formed from the concatenation of words. Similarly in image
analysis, complex objects can be described in terms of simple sub
objects (or primitives) which are easier to analyze than the original
images. Nevertheless, this similarity between formal language
analysis and image understanding did not hold for very far. This is
because of the difference in dimensionality and the difference in the
nature of information contents between formal languages and
images, and also due to the problem of noise and distortion that
almost always has to be considered in practical applications to
image analysis.
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Therefore, generalization and extension of the concepts of
formal languages and automata theory has been mandated along
three major directions in the syntactic approach to image analysis.
First, high dimensional forms of representation have been
introduced to coup with the dimensionality of images, as we will
discuss in Sections 2.2.3 and 2.2.4 as well as in Chapter 4. Second,
a mean to incorporate semantic information into image
representation
has
been
provided
through
attributed
representations, as will be investigated in Section 2.4 and in Chapter
4. Lastly, error correcting parsing and measures of similarity have
been proposed to provide this approach with necessary tools, so it
will be Capable of handling real-world vision problems, which we
discuss ih Chapters 3 and 5. Nevertheless, before we discuss these
techniques, we briefly review the most commonly used
representation forms in the syntactic approach.
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The Syntactic Approach to Image Representation

2.2,1

String Representation

Several of the early techniques in the syntactic approach
Utilized phrase-structural or string grammars as rule-based systems
for imagery knowledge representation, [fuks82a], [kamb79], [esheS3].
An: element, or a sentence, of the language generated by a phrasestructural grammar takes the form of one-dimensional String formed
by Concatenating symbols of the grammar alphabet, i.e,, the set of
image primitives. These symbols are entities that have two
attachment points, namely the head and the tail. A string is an

ordered set of symbols where the left-most symbol is first and the
right-most symbol is last. Symbols of the string represent
structural features of the image, usually the features of the contour
of objects in the image. A class of objects can be represented by a
set of strings of some common syntactic properties. Therefore,
usually a grammar can be designed to generate the string
representation of an image class. Further image analysis tasks can
be performed either on the strings themselves, e.g., through
distance or similarity measures, or on their grammars, e.g., through
building automata or parsers for classification and recognition
purposes, [davi76], [daviTfi], [chia83].
Image representation by means of strings has been widely used
in the syntactic approach, and has been very successful and
adequate for some applications, [fuks82], [Iusy82]. Nevertheless,
Strings are considered to be one-dimensional encoding of the images
which are usually of higher dimensional nature. ,Therefore, other
high dimensional types of representations have been demanded in
order to preserve the image information contents and to overcome
the elaborate preprocessing which is usually required for extracting
the strings from real-wOrld images.

2.2.2

Another popular form of image representation in the syntactic .
approach to image analysis utilizes trees as hierarchical structures
for image representation, [ball81], [faug83], [sanf83b], [lusy78b],
[slat80]. In this case, classes of images are represented by sets of
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trees. Usually, every image in the class is represented by a tree in
that set.
Unlike the string case, where the only relation between
primitives is the one-dimensional left-right concatenation, a tree is
formed as a hierarchical structure of nodes. A designated node is
considered to be the root of the tree. Every node in the tree is
labeled by a ranked symbol that has two parts, the first represents
the rank of the node and the second part is a labeling element from
the primitive set. Similar to the string case, to perform the task of
image analysis and understanding, further analysis is carried on the
tree representation of images rather than on the images themselves,
[chan79], [pyst78b].
The tree representation of images has been shown to be
specially suitable for representing images of hierarchical nature. A
wide class of images do not possess that hierarchical nature,
therefore the third and the more general form of image
representation in the syntactic approach utilizes graphs to represent
complex images.

2.2.3

Graph Representation

A more general form of representation for visual information is
on the form of graphs, where the basic entities are symbols with
more than two attachment points and can be concatenated in an
arbitrary way, according to their respective relations. In general, a
graph, H, is defined as:
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H = (N, B)
where N is a finite non-empty set of nodes, and B is a set of node
pairs, or branches, [bond76], [chan79], [even79], [horo78b], [lova79],
[nareBl], [neva82], [pavl72]. Graphs are usually used for the
representation of collection of objects and the relations among pairs
of these objects. In the syntactic approach to machine vision and
image analysis, nodes are usually used to represent the local
information of sub-images, While the branches are representing the
syntactic relationship between different parts of the image.
Severed graph languages and grammars have been proposed in
this approach as similar to the string case, but on higher
dimensional bases. Plex languages are considered the straight
forward multi-dimensional generalization of string languages. The
primitive alphabet of plex languages consists of N-Attachment Points
Entities, commonly called NAPEs, of arbitrary number of attachment
points rather than tail and head as in the string ease. Sentences of
plex languages are generated by the concatenation of NAPEs at their
attachment points.
Web grammars have, also, been proposed to provide description
of images by means of undirected labeled graphs called webs. If a
web grammar has a singleton alphabet, then the labels can be
ignored and the web can be identified with its underling graph, in
such cases it is usually called graph grammar. Some twodimensional

graph

grammars

have

been

introduced

for

the

generation and recognition of ideal images, [bunk8l], [eshe80],
[nagl83], [schl76], [vigr78l, [wong80].
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2.3

Hierarchical Data-Struciures for Image Representation

2.3,1 ".General.
There have been several hierarchical data structure schemes
used for image representation and analysis, [burt8l], [hall76],
[hahs76], [hans78], [hend81], [hong80], [hong82a], [klin73], [klin?9],
[kriis81], [moor81], [tani?5], [tani78], [taniSO]. Most of these
techniques concern: with the utilization of those data structures to
perform some image processing tasks. The concept of planning was
first introduced, [kell7l], to speed the edge detection by applying an
operator to a cross-resolution digitization and use the result to
guide the further processing as where a fine-resolution digitization
should be applied to minimize the wasted effort, [mai'k80]. In the
remaining parts of this section we review some of those hierarchical
data structures.

2.3.2 Quad-Trees and Oct-Trees

Quadrtrees are region representations for images based on the
Successive subdivision of the image array into quadrants, [rose80],
[same80b]. An image block is divided into four blocks. If the block
is not homogeneous,, then its corresponding node is given four
children to represent the four quadrants. This process is repeated
as many times as needed until only homogeneous blocks are
represented by the leaf nodes of the quad-tree. Theses blocks could
be as small as single pixels. Oct-trees follow the same principles as
quad-trees except that image blocks are divided into eight subblocks instead of four;

■
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The quad-tree image representation has shown to be particularly
efficient for several simple image processing operations, such as
scaling the images by power of 2, edge detection arid enhancement,
thresholding, image super-position, component counting, connected
regions counting, computation of genus, moments, perimeters, linear
transformation of images, etc., [ciyer80], [hunt79a], [hunt79b],
[jackBO], [rana82], [rose83], [same82b], flimi82], [shneBa], [shne8b],
[shne8c], Nevertheless, the disadvantage Of the quad-tree image
representation, namely that it is not shift-invariant, makes this
representation very inefficient and troublesome for many other
important image operations such as shape analysis and image
understanding in general.

2.3.3

Pyramid arid Cone Structures

Pyramid data structures; [tani80], [luca84], [meri84], provide
several levels of resolution for the image. A very simple pyramid
structure for image representation is the pyramid in which the
Mnear resolution doubles with each successive layer. In this kind Of
pyramids, the relationship between a level and the level directly
beneath it is such that the value of a cell is the average of the
values of its four immediate descendant cells. This type is called
the H-pyramid and is usually defined as a sequence ;[M(L), H(L-l),
M(0)] of arrays, where M(L) represents an original image, M(i-l)
is a version of M(i) at half the resolution of M(i), and so on, with
M(0) is usually a single cell, [ahuj84], [burt80], [dyer78], [dyer?9],
[ichiSl], [levi8D], [rose83], [sloa8i], [ster8l], [tani76].
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More generally, pyramid image data representations can be
constructed using any desired interval resolution-change factor, or
weighted average over neighborhood configurations of any desired
size. These neighborhood configurations are allowed to overlap
forming what referred to as overlapped pyramids, as opposed to
non-overlapped pyramids in which the neighborhood configurations
do not overlap, [rose83].
An advantage of using overlapped pyramids, as compared with
the non-overlapped pyramids, is that when local feature detectors
are applied at various levels of a non-overlapped pyramid, their
ability to detect large patterns in the image depends strongly on the
positions of these patterns. For example, if we try to detect an
object of certain size, it will make difference, when using nonoverlapped pyramids, whether the object is located in the center of
a subimage or is shared among several subimages. This position
dependency could be greatly reduced if we use an overlapped
pyramid structure, [dyer77a], [dyer77b].
Several image processing operations have been suggested
utilizing pyramid data representations, [anto82], [dyer81a], [hall76],
[hong82b], [hong82c], [hong82d], [meri84], [mill84], [pietSl],
[piet82a], [piet82b], [shne79], [shne80]. An image segmentation
technique is presented in [rose79b], which apply a local feature
detection operators at each level of the pyramid, or at certain levels
only in case if we know the approximate size of the objects. The
resulting information extracted by this operator is used to guide the
segmentation process. A technique for region extraction and
smoothing by block clustering using pyramid data representation is
presented in [levi80] and [shne79]. In that work the idea used for

.
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some known image smoothing algorithms is generalized from array
data structures into pyramid data structures. For example, they
have extended the neighborhood performed upon from being defined
on blocks in the same array (in case of array data stfuctures) in
order to include neighboring blocks contained in different layers of
the pyramid. The smoothing process was shown to be performed
faster on the pyramid image data structures in comparison with
the array data structures.
Another major hierarchies! scheme for image analysis is called
''Recognition and Processing Cone". It consists of layered structures
of processors which are intereonnected in regular pattern within
each layer as well as between different layers. Uhr, fuhrl76],
proposed the"Rebbgriition Cones" in which the processing within
each layer takes a serial form, while the processing over the
different layers is conducted in parallel. Uhr’s recognition cone
consist of a structure of many layers; each layer consists of an
array of processors. The size of the layer gets smaller as the layer
gets higher in the cone, [uhrl78].
Hanson and Riseman, [hans8(F, suggested what is called
"Processing Cones"; A processing cone is basically a parallel array
computer which is organized hierarchically into layers of decreasing
spatial resolution, so that the information extracted from increasing
sizes of image windows can be stored in the cone and further
processed.

The structure of these processing cones has been

described in [hansBO]; they bear a great relation to the recognition
cones and Kelly’s planning algorithms.
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In [hans78] and [hansBO], the processing cones are used to
perform some pre-recognition operations. Some primitive operations
for edge enhancement, and data projection using these cones are
described in that work.
Image hierarchy is one of the basic concepts in the syntactic
approach to computer vision and image understanding, since this
approach is usually based bn the recursive decomposition of the
image into subimages, which are easier to analyze than the original
image. Nevertheless, the utilization of hierarchical representation
techniques have not received proper attention in this approach. In
Chapter 4, we present a new hierarchical scheme for the extraction
of global attributed representation from spatial-domain images. It is
. a rule-based system that utilizes a graph transducer, which we will
present in Section 4.2, in performing multi-layer symbolic mapping
of the image information contents, from local input alphabet into
global output alphabet.

2.4 Syntactic/Semantic Representation of Visual Information

2-4.1

General

The representation of visual information is a very challenging
task, since images are considered to be of the richest sources of
information, due to the variety of their information contents, e g.,
statistical arid syntactic, and the generality of their dimensionality
therefore, some new directions of expansion of the syntactic
representation models have been proposed in order to achieve an
adequate representation that is capable of efficiently carrying all the
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information contents of the imagery data. One form of expansion is
through including both the syntactic and semantic image
information in the same representation.
In section 2,3, we briefly reviewed the three major types of
representation that have been used to represent syntactic
information in images, [fuks82b', [tsai80a|, [taij80], namely, string,
tree, and graph representations. Corresponding to those three types
of syntactic (or structural) representation, there have been proposed
three types of syntactic/semantic (or attributed structural)
representation. The idea is to incorporate semantic information into
the syntactic representation in order to form more general
attributed structural forms of representation. In this 'case,
attributes are assigned to elements of the primitive alphabets in
order to give them more informative meaning. /Attributed4 strings
and attributed tree representations have been utilized in some
image analysis applications, [brau84], [fuks82b], [shiq82], [bunk84].
However, in this thesis we utilize attributed relational graphs for
image representation, since they arc the more general and powerful
form of representation. In Section 2.4.2 below, we discuss their
conceptual bases and in Chapter 4 we discuss the extraction of
attributed relational graph representation from the spatial-domain
images.

2.4.2

Attributed Relational Graph (ARG) Representation

An Attributed Relational Graph (ARG) is a relational structure
which consists of a set of nodes and the relations between these
nodes on the. form of branches. Both nodes and branches may have
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some attributes assigned to them. Usually, nodes are used to
represent some objects or parts of objects in the image, while their
properties are assigned as attributes to their respective nodes. The
relations between two objects are represented by attributed
branches between the corresponding nodes. A formal general
definition of Attributed Relational Graph (ARG) is given in Definition
2.1.

Definition 2.1 : Formally, an ARG is defined as:
G - (N,B,A,E,Gn,Gb)

where:
N: (N={n1,n2......njjvJ) is a finite set of nodes,
with \N\ is the number of nodes in N.
B:

|#|$) is a set of ordered node pairs (or
directed branches), i.e., b={nil7i?-) for some
{B-{bvbz,.....,b

denotes the branch emanating from node n* to node
and \B | is the number of branches in
A:

rtj,

is an alphabet of node attributes.

E: is an alphabet of branch attributes.

■

G%\ is a function (or a set of functions) for generating the
node attributes.
Gg\

is a function (or a set of functions) for generating the
branch attributes.

Figure 2.1 illustrates the representation of a three-dimensional
object (an industrial part) by an ARG. In this example , nodes
represent three-dimensional primitives, namely Rectangular Blocks
(R) and Cylindrical Blocks (C).

The attributes of R are the length

(1), the width (w), and the height (h) of the rectangular block, while
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the attributes of C are the radius (r), and the height (h) of the
cylindrical block. There are five relations between primitives in this
example. The relation between two primitives, say a and b, is
represented by a directed branch between their corresponding nodes
?i£ and rij. The relations Inside (I), Above (V), to the Right (T), and
Behind (H) with attributes d between two primitives, ’a’ and ’b’,
denote that ’a' is inside, above, to the right of, or behind ’b’,
respectively, with distance d between their center lines. The
Relation Joint (J) denotes that two primitives are joint.
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(a)

Fig. 2.1

A Machine Part

Example of ARG Representation of a Machine Part
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Node Sot: N = („„„,.....

Hrnnch Sol: I? = {f),i5j.... bi(,

Node Attribute Alphabet:

Branch Attribute Alphabet:

ENTITY

Attributes

RELATION

Rectangular Block: R

Attributes

length : P

Inside: 1

distance: d

Cylindrical Block? C

width : w

Joint: J

none

height : h

Above: V

distance: d

radius : r

To the Right of. T

distance: d

height : h

Behind: II

distance: d

A = {(R^w.h), (C:r,b)}

E " WcJ),(J)T(V;d)l(T:d)f(H:d)}

GN: *»i — R^|,w,,h,

GB:

n2 * R.'p2»w2>^2
n3 “* C:r3,h3
n* — CT^.h^
n$ — C:rS(h5
n6 - C:r6,h8
n7 —' R^7»w7.h7
n8 - R:P8,w8,hg
n® — R:?9,wfl,h8
nio

C.r|#,h|#.

bi = (n,,n2) — V:d,
bj = (n3,n2) — V:d3
b< = (n3,n,) -» Id*

b« = K.n«) - l:ds
b8 - (n8ln5) -* I.d8
b» — (n4.n,^ —» H:d8
b,, = (n7,n8) -♦ V.dj,
bi5 = (nfl,n10) - T:dls
b2

= (n2ini)« b5 = fn2,n<),b7 = (n5,n4),

b»® = K.nrl.b,? = (n8,n7),

b)3 = (n8ln)0|,

bN = (n®,nf), bl8 = (o|0ln0) -* J

(b) Attributed Relational Graph for Object (a)

Fig. 2.1

(Continued)
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(Cirj.hj)

(J)

(Cir|,{i|)

(R,l„wt,h,)

(c) Graph Representation for ARG of Object (a)

Fig. 2.1

(Continued)

CHAPTER

III

HISIAMCH fEASHipS AND INPACT MATCHING

pETWEEN IMAGE
ATTRIBUTED STRUCTURAL REPRESENTATION S

3.1

General

The need for some infprnjative distance measures is extremely
important in image analysis, as in other fields of functional analysis,
decision theory and intelligent decision making processes. In most
practical applicatioiis of computer vision and image understanding,
images are usually burdened with noise, distortion, and uncertainly.
Images of the same class could be ideal, noisy, or defected. Some
of these noise and distortion are random in nature, but some others
are controlled noise, and distortion. As we discussed before in
Section 1.3, one of the important directions pf generalization and
expansion of the formal language Concepts in the syntactic approach
to image analysis is to incorporate the capability to handle noise
and distortion in this approach.
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To handle cases of random noise and distortion, some extensive
preprocessing, e.g., filtering, will usually help in improving the
performance of the image analysis techniques.
In addition,
stochastic languages and stochastic grammars have been proposed
in the syntactic approach for modeling the randomness of image
classes. However, the more interesting case, with equally wide
applications, is the analysis of images with controlled noise and
distortion. In this case, extensive preprocessing does not usually
help very much, therefore, the need for some similarity or distance
measures between images,

or their respective representations,

seems to be a must, [Iusy82], [ybuk80].
A similarity or distance measure between two objects can be
defined as the maximum number of similar features which are
common between the two objects, or the minimum changes needed
to be performed on one of the objects in order to make it identical
to the other object.
In the remaining part of this chapter, we briefly review some
related work on distance measures and inexact matching between
different types of (usually attributed) structural representation of
visual information, namely, strings, trees, and graphs. In Chapter 5,
we propose a new dynamic programming approach for calculating a
global distance measure and finding the best inexact matching
configuration between arbitrary attributed relational graphs.
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3.2

String-to-String Distance

Strings have been commonly used for image representation iri
the syntactic approach. A string is formed by concatenating
elements of a set of primitives, where the left-most primitive is
considered to be the first and the right-most primitive is the last.
For two strings, say X and Y, over a primitive set £, we can define
the following three transformations, [lusy78a] :
1. Substitution

: e^awg -» c^bwg ,Va,b;,€ E , a^b V

2. Deletion

: djjaug ?•* ua<yg

3. Insertion

. cojwg. —^ cjj.a&?g ,^^a ^ X

,^a 'e I!

,
, ■

where ui and &)2 are some substrings over 2. Levenstein, [Ieve66],
defined a metric distance between two strings X and Y, d(X,Y), as
the smallest number of transformations required to derive the string
Y from the string X.
If some non-negative weights (or costs) are assigned to these
three transformations, e,g., ws, wd, and wt as the costs of
substitution, deletion, and insertion, respectively, then the distance
between two strings X and Y is the cost of the transformation
sequence of minimum total cost and which are needed to transform
X into Y. Let Q - £ gj | ^ = 1, 2, 3, . . . , J $ be the set of all possible
sequences of transformations that can be used to derive Y from X.
A sequence qjt qj e Q, has Sj Substitutions, Dj deletions, /,•
insertions. The weighted distance between the two strings X and Y

d^{X, Y) =

min
j^J

( ws.Sj + wd.Dj +

)

.
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In order to make the string-to-string distance measure more
informative and useful for image analysis applications, Lu and Fu, in
[lusy78a], suggested a modified weighted string-to-string distance, in
which the costs associated with the substitution, deletion, and
insertion transformations are functions of the primitives on which
they are applied. In this ease, a sequence qj in the set of all
possible sequences of transformations that can be used to derive a
string Y from a string X, qj e Q, has total cost of Wj which is the
sum of the costs associated with the transformations in qs. Thus,
the modified weighted distance between X and Y is defined as :
Dw (X, Y) =
"

min T ^ j
i

The

modified

weighted

string-to-string

■■

■
distance

has

■
been

formulated as a shortest path problem between two specific nodes
(namely the two opposite corner nodes) in a rectangular acyclic
directed lattice, [fuks82a]. Each path in the lattice corresponds to
a sequence of transformations that can be used to derive string Y
from string X. The different types of error-transformations have
been represented by branches in the lattice; The costs of these
transformations have been assigned to the corresponding branches.
Thus, the optimization aspect of the modified weighted string
distance problem is converted into a shortest path problem over an
acyclic directed rectangular lattice.
The general shortest path problem over acyclic directed graph is
a popular prototype problem in dynamic programming. Wagner and
Fischer, [wagn74], proposed an algorithm for the solution of this
problem, which was

utilized in [lusy78a], for calculating the
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modified, weighted string-to-string distance. The time complexity of
this algorithm is of order ( jXj . |Y| ), where |Xj and |Y| are the number
of elements in the X and Y strings, respectively.

3,3

Tree-to-Tree Distance

Tree-structures as defined over sets of primitives, have been
commonly used for image representation in the syntactic approach.
Unlike the string case, where the only relation between primitives is
the left-to-right concatenation, a tree is formed as a hierarchical
structure of nodes. Every node in the tree is labeled by a ranked
symbol that has two parts, the first represents the rank of the node
(i.e., the number of the children descending from this node) and the
second part is a labeling element from the primitive set, [fuks82a].
For any two trees, say X and Y, over a primitive alphabet E, we
define some weighted transformations, similar to the string case,
which enable us to derive one tree from the other through the
repeated application of these transformations.
The weighted
distance between X and Y, d(X,Y), is the minimum cost sequence of
transformations that are needed to derive X from Y. Let x and y be
two arbitrary subtrees of X and Y, respectively; then the following
three transformations can be defined:
1. Substitution :

tr(y) -* x , uis(x,y)

2. Deletion :

e(y) -* A , wd(y)

3. Insertion :

p(\) -» x , -uJi(x)

,
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where A is a null subtree, and ws(x,y) is the cost of substituting
subtree y by subtree x, wd(y) is the cost of deleting subtree y, and
tuj(x) is the cost of inserting subtree x.
If Q=faj | j = 1, 2, . ...

defines the set of all possible

sequences of transformations that can be applied on subtrees from
Y in order to derive X, and q3 is an arbitrary sequence in this set,
i.e., q$ e Q, then the weighted distance between the strings X and Y
is:
d (X ,Y) =

min { W3 }
jzJ

where W3 is the total cost of the transformations used in the
sequence q3. The very important issue to be noted here, is that the
set Q for the tree case is expected to be very large in comparison
with the equivalent set for the string case. This is due to the
difference in the way trees and strings are constructed.
Lu, [lusy79], has restricted the range of transformations used to
derive the tree X from tree Y, in an attempt to reduce the set of all
possible sequences of transformations for deriving X from Y. She
imposed three conditions on these transformations, namely :
1.

the predecessor-descendant relations of nodes in Y do
not change,

2.

nodes in Y do not split or merge,

3.

the sequence of postfix ordering does not change after
applying the sequence of transformations.
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In other words, the transposition or rotation between subtrees are
prohibited; the transposition of two subtrees is achieved by a
number of deletions, insertions, and substitutions. Based on these
conditions, Lu proposed an algorithm to compute the tree-to-tree
distance using dynamic programming for computing the elements of
a distance matrix D(i,j), where i and j are indices of postfix ordering
of trees Y and X, respectively. If node x, of postfix ordering i, and
node y, of postfix ordering j, are nodes in the trees X and Y,
respectively, then D(i,j) is the minimum cost necessary to derive
subtree X/x from subtree Y/y. Therefore, the distance between the
trees X and Y is:
d{X,y)=D{m,n)
where m and n are the number of nodes in trees X and Y,
respectively. Lu also showed that, under the above mentioned
conditions, the algorithm has time as well as space complexity of
O(m.n).

3.4

Similarity Measures and Inexact Matching Between Graphs

3.4.1

General

Graphs have shown to be very useful and powerful tools for
image representation. Image representation by means of graphs
constitutes the core of a major class of high-dimensional image
analysis techniques.

Graphs are very adequate to properly handle

the high dimensional and/or hierarchical nature of the visual
information; they are also topologically invariant. Moreover, we can
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have labels or attributes assigned to their nodes and branches on
the form of attributed relational graphs, as we discussed in Section
2.4.2.
For the past few decades, the general theoretical aspects of
graphs have been studied extensively, [carr79], [bond76].
Unfortunately,

several of the

problems

concerned with graph

analysis have been shown to have very high order of computational
complexity and are classified as NP problems, [papa82], [gare79],
[even79], [read77], [ullm?6]. Nevertheless, many of these problems
do have some good heuristic solutions with reasonable computational
complexity, [horo78a].
Due

to

the

interesting

capabilities

and descriptive

power

exhibited by graphs as tools for image representation, operations on
graph have been studied by many researchers in the structural
approach to image analysis, [chen&la], [chen81b], [chen84], [fuks82],
[ghah80a], [ghahSOb], [tana?7]. Several interesting graph grammars,
[bunkBl], [vigr?8], graph language transformations, and some
parsing techniques have been studied, [aul83], [shiq83a], [sanf8l].
The problem of finding an informative global graph-to-graph distance
measure is very important in most applications utilizing graphs in
practical machine vision and image understanding systems, or other
knowledge processing systems, so that the system can handle realworld images, or other sources of information, in general, [khan84].
In Chapter 5, we present a new approach for calculating the
distance

and finding

the best inexact matching

configuration

between two attributed relational graphs, in their general form.
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However, as a background material to that approach, in the
remaining part of this section, we review the work published in the
literature on some related problems.

3.4.2

Review of Related Work on Graph Distance
and Inexact Matching

Sanfeliu, [sanf83a], presented a distance measure between two
attributed relational graphs. He assumed that the graphs have
bijection labeling functions for both the nodes and the branches,
i.e., the nodes and branches have unique labels. He also requires
three conditions to be fulfilled in order for his approach to be valid,
namely:
*

Both graphs must be generated by the same "Descriptive
Graph Grammar".

*

At least one node of one of the graphs (called it the input
Graph) must be pre-recognized as a certain node in the other
graph (reference graph), otherwise, his approach is invalid.

*

At least one label matching configuration between nodes of
the two graphs should be feasible from the attribute
matching point of view.

If the above three conditions are satisfied, then the technique in
[sanf80] considers the nodes of both graphs to form matched pairs,
according to their labels. Each pair contains one node from each
graph. By forming configurations of matched-pair of nodes over all
nodes of both graphs, the distance between two graphs is defined as:
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where the minimization is to be performed over all possible
configurations of matched-pairs of nodes; w^., wnil w^, wbi, and wM
are weights of node recognition, node insertion, node deletion,
branch insertion, and branch deletion respectively, they sum
together to 1; c^, cni, c^, cw and
are costs of node recognition,
node insertion, node deletion, branch insertion and branch deletion,
respectively.
The shortcoming of Sanfeliu’s technique can be summarized in
the following:
*

The method is only concerned with the distance between two
graphs that are generated by the same "Descriptive Graph
Grammar", which make it incapable of handling general case
of Attributed Relational Graph representation of images.

*

The method totally fails, if it is not provided with at least one
pre-reeognized matched-pair of nodes.

*

The attribute information of the graphs are only used in the
last step of the method to check whether the two graphs, in
a particular matching configuration, fulfill the attributes of
one another. If not, the configuration is rejected. Thus the
method does not incorporate the attribute information in the
actual calculation (or definition) of the distance measure.

*

The method considers the insertion and deletion of nodes and
branches but does not consider the substitution errortransformations.

*

The most serious drawback of Sanfeliu’s work is that he
handle the optimization part of the problem, which is the
major issue in the distance measure, by enumerating all the
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possible matching configurations and performing exhaustive
search. It is well known that this problem is of very high
exponential complexity.
In [sanf83a] and [sanf8l], Sanfeliu applied his method on two
examples, namely character recognition, and the analysis of muscle
tissue patterns. In both cases the size of the graphs were very
limited. The preprocessing was done manually and had to be
modified in order to obtain graphs of fewer nodes, since the method
faced the expected exponential time complexity problem.
An approach for error-correcting parsing of attributed and
stochastic tree languages has been proposed in [shiq82]. That
approach is based on converting the tree into a pair of related
strings, namely the node string and the rank string. By using these
two strings, it becomes possible to construct either a minimum
distance error-correcting parser (MDECP) or a maximum likelihood
error-correcting parser (MLECP) since the problem becomes similar
to the string parsing problem. The MDECP is for the deterministic
languages while the MLECP is designed for the stochastic case.
In [shiq83], an approach for parsing graph languages via the
extraction of their basis graphs has been proposed. That approach
focuses on the class of labeled acyclic digraphs where the basis
graph is a tree. The approach for error-correcting tree parsing,
[shiq82], was extended to cover the parsing of graph languages for
some graphs of this class. Four related strings are extracted from
the graph, namely a node label string, a rank string, a branch label
string, and an index string. The last two strings are used to specify
the branch relations among the nodes. Thus the graph parsing task,
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for this class of graphs, was converted into a string parsing
problem. This approach to the parsing of trees and graphs is a
good simplification of the problem, only for that class of graphs.
In [hara79], Haralick and Shapiro investigated the "Consistent
Labeling Problem" as a general case for several related problems,
e.g., graph homomorphism, subgraph isomorphism, graph coloring,
and scene and edge labeling problems. This problem involves a set
of objects to be given names, or labels; a set of possible labels for
the objects; and a world model of compatibility containing ordered
groups of object-label pairs which are compatible. The objective is
to find a label for each object such that the resulting set of objectlabel pairs is consistent with the constraints of the world model.
Their approach to this problem is basically a depth-first
backtracking search with a look-ahead operator to make the search
more efficient.
A poor choice of object-label pair early in the search tree can
cause failure of all paths stemming from that choice. To help speed
up the search, those paths must be eliminated as early as possible,
since they are not contained in any consistent labeling configuration.
The look-ahead operator is used in attempting to reduce the world
model of compatibility by eliminating the poor choices of objectlabel pairs. Consequently, that should reduce the size of the
backtracking search tree.
As continuation of the above work, Haralick and Shapiro,
[hara80a], defined a minimal compatibility model as the
compatibility model that contains only the ordered groups of
object-label pairs which contribute to a consistent labeling, i.e., the
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removal of any one group of object-label pairs will eliminate at least
one consistent labeling with respect to that model. Only if we have
minimal compatibility model, then the tree search procedure for
finding the consistent labeling is very efficient.
The problem of reducing a world model of compatibility into the
minimal form, is itself shown by Montanari, [mont74], to be NPcomplete. Nevertheless, Haralick and Shapiro, [hara80a], presented
supportive argument that although the worst case complexity is
exponential but it occurs very rarely and in practical cases the
complexity is far from being that bad. They also argued that even
that sometimes we can only achieve near minimal (but not minimal)
in reducing the compatibility model, but the closer the model is to
the minimal, the less work the tree search demands. The reduction
of world compatibility model into minimal form is achieved via look
ahead operator. Thus the complexity of consistent labeling problems
depends on how much look-ahead work is required to reduce the
compatibility models into minimal form.
In [shap81], Shapiro and Haralick investigated the structural
description of an object and the concepts of exact and inexact
matching of two structural descriptions. They defined a weighted
structural description of an object to consist of the weighted
descriptions
of
its
primitive
parts
and
the
weighted
interrelationships among them. They considered the one-way
matching as whether a candidate structural description matches a
prototype weighted structural description.
An exact matching gives the correspondence from the primitives
of the candidate structural description to the primitives of the
prototype description. The correspondence from the relations of the
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first description to the relations of the second description forms a
relational homomorphism. The problem of inexact matching is
basically to find the best match for a candidate description over a
set of prototype weighted structural descriptions. The best match is
usually defined as the match with minimum inexactness. The
inexactness is defined by assuming some thresholds for the
matching of different primitives; a threshold for the unmatched
primitives from the prototype description, and other threshold
associated with the homomorphism between the relations of the two
descriptions.
The matching of structural descriptions, [shap81], is formulated
as a consistent labeling problem, therefore it can be solved by
backtracking tree search. The idea of look-ahead operator can be
incorporated in order to reduce the search tree. Shapiro and
Haralick, [shap8l], investigated such tree search with backtracking
alone, and with backtracking and look-ahead. They presented their
results which showed that looking-ahead searches less number of
nodes of the tree than the other method.
Another very interesting work is due to Tsai and Fu, [tsai79b].
They extended the conventional graph isomorphism to include
error-correcting capability and apply it on attributed relational
graphs for image analysis. The attributed relational graph is
considered to consist of an underlying unlabeled graph to represent
the global structure of the image. The labels for the nodes and the
branches are assumed to specify the local information of the
primitives and the relations between them. The labels are
considered to have two separate parts, namely a syntactic symbol
and a semantic vector.
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The error-transformations are defined in local form and called
structure-preserved graph deformations, in other words some nodes
and branches may be locally corrupted without changing the global
topology of the graph. Error probabilities were assigned to both
syntactic and semantic primitive and branch deformations. For
each entity, i.e., a node or a branch, in the graph they defined a set
of entities which represent all the possible deformations of it. The
error-correcting isomorphism between two graphs is a one-to-one
mapping which maps all the nodes and branches of one of the
graphs into the other, based on the sets of deformations of each
node or branch.
In this case, both graphs must have the same number of nodes
and the same number of branches, thus the error-transformations
are on the form of node or branch relabeling but not deletion or
insertion. The goodness of the isomorphism could be measured by
maximum likelihood, by minimum distance, or by least-square error
measure. The problem of finding an error-correcting isomorphism
between two attributed relational graphs was handled, in [tsai79b],
by an ordered search algorithm which expands a search tree using a
heuristic function to assist in reducing the size of the tree.
In [tsai83], Tsai and Fu further extented the concepts of errorcorrecting of graph isomorphisms, as in [tsai79], for finding
subgraph error-correcting isomorphisms. The problem set up for
the subgraph case is exactly similar to the former case except for
relaxing the constraint requiring that both graphs to have the same
number of nodes and the same number of branches. Therefore, the
error-transformations on the form of node or branch deletion are
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considered, along with relabeling, but not the insertion error of
nodes or branches. It is also assumed that the deformations are
independent of one another.
Similar to the graph isomorphism case, the problem here is to
find a one-to-one mapping which maps all nodes and branches of one
of two graphs into a subgraph of the other graph. The remaining
nodes and branches of the later graph is mapped to nulls, i.e.,
deleted. The goodness of the mapping between two graphs can be
measured by the likelihood measure of each matched pair of nodes
and branches in this mapping. The actual problem is to find the
isomorphism of maximum likelihood between two attributed
relational graphs. This problem is formulated as an ordered search
problem over a state-space tree.
An efficient algorithm for the above problem was proposed, in
[tsai83], using some heuristic function and validity conditions in
order to contract the search tree and speed up the search. The
heuristic function is basically a local function without any look-ahead
capability. At each state the function is evaluated on the sets of
nodes which are directly connected to the the mapped nodes at this
state. Nodes in the search tree is expanded according to the
heuristic function. The generated tree contains one path from the
root node to a goal node. This path represents the sum of local
optimums but not necessarily the required global optimum.
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CHAPTER

IV

EXTRACTION OF
ATTRIBUTED STRUCTURAL REPRESENTATION OF IMAGES
BY A HIERARCHICAL GRAPH TRANSDUCER

4.1

General

As we discussed before in Section 1.1, the first phase of an
image understanding system concerns, mainly, with the extraction of
adequate representation of the images, or the different objects in
the images, so that images can be stored in the computer memory
in a compact, yet complete, form to facilitate their further analysis.
The actual analysis and interpretation of the image are performed in
the second phase of the system, usually on the extracted
representation. In almost all practical applications, images, like
most other information sources, are usually burdened with noise,
distortion, and uncertainly. It is clear that the more capable is the
first phase of handling the noise and distortion in real data, and of
comprehending all‘the input information contents, the better it is,
and the easier and more efficient the later analysis would be.
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The most powerful and useful general form of representation
utilizes graphs, or more specifically attributed relational graphs, for
representing the images. An attributed relational graph is a
relational structure consisting of a set of nodes and the relations
between these nodes on the form of branches. Both nodes and
branches may have attributes associated with them. Usually, nodes
are used to represent some objects or parts of objects (or features)
in the image, while their characterizing measurements are assigned
as attributes to those nodes. Relations between two features are
represented by attributed branches between the corresponding
nodes.
In this Chapter, we present a new approach for the extraction of
attributed relational graph representation from images. The input
to this system are images as defined over a set of image primitives
which are obtained by simple physical measurements on real-world
images. The image primitives can be as simple as the gray scale
values of single pixels in the image. The main component of the
system is a hierarchical multi-layer scheme for the extraction of a
global alphabet from the image. The input to this scheme is the
result of some very elementary preprocessing operations, e.g.,
filtering, edge detection, and edge thinning. A simple block diagram
is shown in Figure 4.1. The proposed scheme utilizes a graph
transducer to perform a symbolic mapping of the image primitives
into the global alphabet. The mapping is performed from one layer
to the other in a hierarchical fashion. The scheme extracts the
image representation according to some alphabets of global features.
The extracted features are used to produce the attributed relational
graph representation for the image under consideration.

Local

Transducer

Scheme

Image

4.1

Extraction of

Attributed Structural
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In Section 4.2, we present the concepts of the graph
transducers which are used in our scheme. The basic concepts of
using hierarchical schema in image representation were discussed
before in Section 2.3. In Section 4.3, we explore the utilization of
these concepts for the extraction of alphabets of global features
from spatial-domain images. In Section 4.4, we present the
hierarchical graph transducer which is used in the multi-layer
scheme for extracting global features. While in Section 4.5, we
discuss the extraction of the attributed relational graph
representation from the scheme. The preprocessing techniques are
not discussed in this thesis, since we only use some standard edge
detection and thinning techniques.

4.2

Extraction of Symbolic Representation for Images
4.2.1

General

Graphs are a higher dimensional generalization of other forms of
image representation, e.g., strings, trees, etc.
The Graph
representation of images provides several powerful capabilities which
are very useful for image analysis and understanding. Therefore,
operations on graphs and their utilization in pattern representation
and analysis deserve a great deal of attention, especially in the
structural approach to computer vision and image understanding.
Several interesting

graph grammars

[bunk8l],

[schl76],

graph

language transformation, and some parsing techniques have been
proposed [shiq82], A very important issue in image analysis by
graph concerns with the extraction of the graph representation from
real-world images.
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In this section, we present a graph transducer for mapping the
image information contents from low-level representation into highlevel 'representation.. Formal definition of this transducer is
presented in Section 4.2.2 along with the algorithm which utilizes
this transducer to perform the mapping. We also show some
examples for its utilization in performing one-level feature extraction
from images.

4.2:2

Graph Transducer for the Extraction of
Imeige Symbolic Eepresentation

The proposed transducer, like almost any other transformation,
has a field, domain and range alphabets, and a mapping function.
The alphabet over which the input image is defined represents the
domain of the transformation. Elements of this input alphabet is
defined over some local areas in the image. A more global alphabet
is the output alphabet, whose elements are defined over larger areas
in the image. The output alphabet represents the range of the
transformation. Elements of the output alphabet are composed of
some neighboring elements from the input alphabet according to a
certain neighborhood configuration, as will be defined by the
transducer, e g., four-nearest neighbors, eight-nearest neighbors, etc.
The mapping algorithm of this transducer is basically a rule-based
technique which maps the field cells from being defined over, the
input alphabet (i.e., the set of image primitives) into the output
alphabet (i.e., the set of relatively more global features,) according
to some neighborhood and compatibility rules, as we will illustrate in
this section.
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An image can be considered: as a field of cells on which we
define a function that takes on values in a set of local image
primitives Figure 4.2 shows an example of an image field of cells
arranged in an eight-neighbor configuration. In low level image
representation, elements of such an alphabet are in the form of
some physical measurements taken over local areas in the image,
eg., the color of image pixels, the gray scale value of a single pixel
in a gray scale image, or 0 and 1 for binary images. On the other
hand, in high level representation, elements of the alphabet are
defined over larger subimages and they represent features which are
much more global in nature, in comparison with the primitives
represented by lower level alphabets. Consequently, the features
represented by alphabets of a high level representation are more
meaningful and informative than those image primitives represented
by alphabets of a lower level representation.
The output of this graph transducer consists of a symbolic
representation of the image as defined in terms of an output
alphabet, which is relatively more global than the input alphabet.
The transformation from the input to the output alphabets is defined
by a mapping function, Q, and will be illustrated by Algorithm 4J,
which is shown below. The formal definition of the transformation as
well as the algorithm which performs the mapping are presented
later on in this section, but first we discuss the motivation and the
utilization of such a transducer in a scheme for the extraction of
global symbolic; representation from spatial-domain images.
The proposed graph transducer is used to map the input image
data as defined over a specified neighborhood configurations of cells
in the image field and places the resultant into certain central cells

Fig. 4.2 A Graph Transducer field in an Eight-Neighbor Configuration
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of the respective configurations.

The number of cells in the

neighborhood as well as their topological configuration are both
defined by the transducer. This graph transducer can be utilized in
a single layer system or in a hierarchical multi-layer scheme.
In a single layer system, the transducer is used to extract some
image features, each of which is composed of a set of image
primitives as defined by the neighborhood configuration of the graph
transducer; ah example will be shown below.
In a hierarchical multi-layer scheme, the graph transducer
performs the mapping of the image from the set of image primitives
into a set of global features. At an arbitrary layer in the scheme,
the input alphabet of the graph transducer at this layer is taken as
the output alphabet of the layer beneath it, while its output
alphabet is fed as input to the transducer at the layer above it. In
Section 4.3, we discuss the proposed multi-layer hierarchical scheme
in more details.
Formally, we define the graph transducer T of the form :

T ~ \ E/, S0, F,, Ri a $ j

where :
£/ is an inputalphabet',:': "'-;-''.::/;.;:;’ '. '- ' ' '-V'V2^-’is\aii: output alphabet,
F is a field of cells, representing the image field,
R is a symmetric predicate; defining the adjacency between
every two cells in Fr let S denotes the set of cell pairs as
defined by R,,
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,V

is a function that defines pairs of alphabet symbols for
every pair of adjacent cells in 5,
(#(aj) c 20) is a function that defines a subset of output
symbols for every input symbol.

The input alphabet, 2/, is chosen as the set of all image
primitives in which the digitized input image is presented to the
system. It is usually considered to represent some quantized
physical measurements taken over local areas in the image, e.g., the
color or the gray scale values of image pixels. In some sense, 2/ is
decided very much based on the given input image. On the other
hand, the output alphabet, 2o, is chosen to represent more global
features in the image. "Each' -symbol in this alphabet is composed of
a group of image, primitives from 2/, such that each element in that
group occupies a cell in a neighborhood configuration as defined by
the predict R of the transducer.
The selection Of elements of 2© does usually depend oh the class
of objects sought in the image. If the transducer is designed for
the extraction of the features of a certain class of objects, then
elements of 2© are selected as the informative features of that
class, i.e,, the discriminative features possessed by that class of
objects. On the other hand, if no particular class of objects is
under consideration by the system, then elements of 20 are selected
to represent all features that can be formed by groups of image
primitives from 2/ as defined over the neighborhood configuration Of
cells specified by the predicate R. The more restricted the set 20
is, the faster the mapping would be. In other words, if general preknowledge about the class of objects sought by the system is
available, then we restrict the alphabet 2© to contain only the
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informative and discriminative features of this particular object
class. In this case, the mapping process will be much faster. If no
pre-knowledge about' the object class is available, which is usually
the case in the inference or learning stage, then the proposed
scheme will need to consider a large alphabet of symbols, and then
the system will be slower. Nevertheless, this is only fair, since even
for human, if no previous knowledge is available, the learning
process will be slow.
The field F is a field of cells where the transducer pperates and
the mapping takes place. It is usually, but not necessarily, taken as
MxN array of cells. The interconnections between cells of F are
defined by the adjacency predicate R, as will be explained below.
Two cells in the field are directly connected if and only if they are
defined by the predicate R to be adjacent, i.e., neighbors.
The predicate R is a symmetric predicate, which defines the
neighborhood configuration of cells in the transducer field F. In
other words, it specifies whether two cells in the field are adjacent
or direct neighbors of each other. In general, the neighborhood
relations among cells of the transducer field can be defined in any
arbitraryconfiguration required,
or the best
suitable for
characterizing a certain class of images. However, in our work here,
and also
in most practical cases, we restrict the neighborhood
relations between field cells into simple, e.g., four-neighbor or eightneighbor, configuration. We will discuss this issue further in the
following two paragraphs.

The main advantage of using a general neighborhood
configuration is to enable the transducer to perform the mapping to
extract arbitrary complex features, or more global image
representation, in a single layer fashion. However, the disadvantages
of using such a general neighborhood configuration are mainly due
to the increasing complexity of the mapping rules, which are needed
to describe the complex features, and also due to the problem
arising from interconnecting the field cells in an arbitrary
configuration.

The interconnection problem is basically a hardware

implementation problem. This problem does not actually arise in
our software simulation of the system, nevertheless, we take it into
consideration so that the proposed transducer will be adequate for
hardware implementation.
Therefor, the main
reason for using a simple
regular
neighborhood configuration, as shown in our figures, is to reduce the
interconnection networking problem in the single-layer transducer.
Yet, the powerful capabilities of our system to extract complex
features, or global representation, from images is still achieved
through the proposed multi-layer scheme, which will be presented in
Section 4.3 and 4,4, In that scheme, global features are recursively
decomposed into simpler features. The transducer, then, performs
an iterative mapping at
different layers, utilizing a simple
neighborhood configuration between the field cells and a simple
mapping function at each layer, as we will show in an example later
on in this section.,
The function fi defines pairs of alphabet symbols for every pair
of adjacent cells in the field of the transducer. It is mainly a rulebased function to define the consistency of the features to lie in a
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certain neighboring cells in the field in order to form a certain
symbol in the output alphabet E0. The function $ defines a subset
of possible output symbols, i.e., subsets of E0, for each input symbol
in E/, which represents the possible mappings of that image
primitive into those output features. Both functions, fi and §, define
a set of rules for Algorithm 4.1 to perform the symbolic mapping of
the input image into the output representation. The input image is
defined over the set of local image primitives represented by the
input alphabet, E/, while the output representation is represented by
the cells of the transducer field. Cells of the field, after the
mapping is performed, are defined over the set of more global
features represented by the the output alphabet E0.
Algorithm 4.1 operates on the field of the transducer to perform
the mapping of an input image representation. It maps the image
representation from being defined in terms of symbols of the input
alphabet, E/, to be defined in terms of entities from the output
alphabet, Eo- As,we discussed before, elements of E/ are basically
image primitives defined over local subimages, while elements of E0
represent the image features, which are defined over more global
subimages. Consequently, the image representation in terms of E0
is more informative and more useful for further high level image
analysis than the image representation in terms of E/. The
algorithm presented below performs this mapping by constructing,
in the transducer field, a graph representation of the elements of
the output alphabet, E0, as well as the mapping rules which are
defined by the two functions Q and <f>, as shown in Step I in the
algorithm. This graph representation is constructed by inserting in
every cell in the field a labeled node to represent each symbol of
E0. Then, for every two neighboring cells in the field, say cells fi
and fj, if ak is a node in fi and
is a node in
and if (ak,ai) is
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defined by the function Q as consistent pair of neighboring cells,
then we connect the two nodes ak and <7j by a branch.
The graph configuration constructed in the transducer field
actually contains representation of the transducer alphabet as
labeled nodes and the consistency rules as branches between nodes
in the neighboring cells. This is basically why the proposed
technique is called a graph transducer.
When an image is presented to the transducer, the algorithm
assigns to every pixel in the input image a cell in the transducer
field, (Step II-i). Moreover, it performs the mapping on the input
image by executing two major elimination steps on the graph
configuration in the transducer field. In the first elimination step, it
eliminates from each cell in the field, say cell fi, all nodes of the
set
j, where
is the input symbol of the image pixel
to
which fi is assigned, (Step Il-ii). The second elimination step is to
repeatedly remove from the field all those nodes which have lost all
their neighboring nodes from any of the cells adjacent to their own
cell, (Step III and IV). Algorithm 4.1 is presented later on in this
section along with an illustrative experimental example.
In Figure 4.3, we illustrate by a simple example how the
different components of the graph transducer are defined. In this
example, the input alphabet is defined over single pixels of the
image and take a binary value of 1, if the pixel is on the boundary
of an object, and a value of 0, otherwise.

The cell adjacency

predicate (R), for this example, is chosen such that the field cells
are configured in the form of eight-nearest neighbors, where the
eight surrounding cells are considered to be adjacent to their center
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cell, as shown in part (b) of the Figure. A more complete picture of
such field configuration was shown in Figure 4.2. The output
alphabet is defined over windows of 3x3 pixels, where some of the
structural features on such windows are shown in Figure 4.3-c. The
functions 0 and $ are shown in parts (d) and (e) of the same Figure,
respectively.
Algorithm 4.1 was implemented on a VAX-11/780, on a bitwise
manipulation form.
The input and output alphabets, the
neighborhood predicate, and the mapping functions are shown in
Figure 4.3. A run on 64x64 test image is shown in Figures 4.4
through 4.7. The original image is shown in Figure 4.4. Figure 4.5
shows the result of applying the Sobol edge-operator on the image.
In Figure 4.6, we show the result of thinning the edges . The
thinned edge is then processed by Algorithm 4.1, and the output is
shown in Figure 4.7.
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ALGORITHM 4J :
Purpose : To map image information contents from a set of image

primitives defined over local subimages into a set of
globed features defined over larger subimages.
:

Input

1.
2.

A graph transducer T
A low level image representation defined by entities
from the input alphabet E/ over an input image field
of cells P.

Output

:: A global description of the input image, defined by the
output alphabet E0 over the transducer field F.

Method

I.

Construction of the graph representation in the transducer
field
(i) FOR all / e F DO {
FOR all oq € Eo DO {
Insert a labeled node a0 in cell /
] ,

. .

:-V.',.;

(h) FOR all ifi.fj) e S DO {
FOR (or*: in cell fit .AND.
in cell
DO [
IF (ak,at) e ()(/*,/,) THEN
Connect nodes ak and at by a branch
/S(fffc-o'i) e B
5
■

i

■-V
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II. Input image into the transducer field
(i) FOR all Pi e P DO (
Designate a cell /* e F
I

'

(ii) FOR ah /* e F DO \
Eliminate all nodes of the subset
from fi, where ffjeS/ is the input symbol in
-■

i

III. FOR ah / e F DO [
FOR all (fi.fj) e S DO
FOR Oi in cell /< DO
IF (fi contains
does not exist

S
{
more than one node, and there
at least one node oy such that

Pioi.aj) e B) THEN
Eliminate node Oi
\

i

■

'

'

I
IV. Repeat Step III until no more nodes can be eliminated
from the field F
IV. END

ALGORITHM 4.1.
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0

1

The Input Alphabet,

(b)

Sj

The Neighborhood Configuration as Defined by
Predicate R for the Field Cell fj

Fig. 4.3

An Example of a Graph Transducer
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fig. 4.5

The Result of Sobol’s Local Edge-Operator
on the Image of Fig. 4.4
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Extracted Symbolic Representation for the Image of Fig. 4.4
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4.3 Hierarchical Scheme for the Extraction
of Image Globed Representation

The hierarchical nature of image data is usually an important
property of visual information. One of the basic concepts in the
syntactic approach to computer vision and image understanding
systems is based on the utilization of this property, through the
recursive decomposition of complex images into relatively simple
subimages which are easier to analyze than the original images.
Nevertheless, the utilization of hierarchical image data structures in
the extraction of image structural representations have not received
proper attention of .research in this field.
An important property of the graph transducer presented in
Section 4.2 is the flexibility in choosing both the input and output
alphabets. The size of subimages on which these alphabets are
defined may be in any arbitrary size, actually it could be as small
as one pixel in the image or as big as the whole image.
In this section, we propose a new scheme for the extraction of
image global representation, which utilizes the graph transducer,
presented in Section 4.2.2, in a hierarchical multi-stage fashion.
Basicly, it is a mnlti-layer parallel scheme that consists of several
stages each of them uses the graph transducer to perform a
symbolic mapping of image information from a local alphabet into a
relatively more global alphabet. In other words, the subimages over
which the alphabets are defined grow in size from one layer to the
other. In the first layer, the input alphabet (i.e., the set of image
primitives) is defined on some very simple subimages which could be
as simple as single pixels, e.g;, as shown in Section 4.2. At this
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stage, the scheme maps those primitive elements into a relatively
more global output alphabet. Each element of the output alphabet
is defined over a group of neighboring input elements, e.g., fourneighbor or eight-neighbor configurations.

An example of this

process was shown in Section 4.2.
In general, at an arbitrary layer in the scheme, we perform the
mapping of-the image information contents from an input alphabet
to an output alphabet. The input alphabet of the transducer at any
layer in the scheme are the output alphabet of the layer at the
preceding lower-level. Elements of the output alphabet are defined
as the composition of a group of elements from the input alphabet,
therefore they carry relatively more global information. The input
symbols that compose an element of the output alphabet occupy
some neighboring cells in the field, as defined by the neighborhood
predicate (i?) of the transducer at this layer! The formulation of
output symbols from groups of input symbols is defined by the
mapping function (0).

A more formal description of the proposed

scheme is presented below.
We assume that the input image consists of a field of cells which
take values over a primitive alphabet and are arranged as an MxN
array. A typical example is shown in Figure 4.6, which is a thinned
edge image of an object. The objective is to extract the global
features from the image. We utilize the graph transducer, of
Section 4.2V at different layers in the scheme.

Each layer in this

scheme consists of a field of cells on which the graph transducer
operates. An explicit representation for an example configuration of
the field of the multi-layer scheme is shown in Figure 4.8. It can be
considered as similar to an overlapping pyramid structure. It has in

Fig. 4.8

Hierarchical Scheme for the FIxtraction
of Image Globed Representation

common with the pyramid structures, that the higher the level of a
layer, the more global regions its cells cover. Gn the other hand, it
differs from pyramid structures since, in pyramid structures the
number of cells in the layers decreases as we move up the pyramid,
but the layers of the proposed scheme is assumed to have the same
number of cells, such that the scheme would not be sensitive to the
location of the extracted features in the image.
The structure shown in Figure 4.8 is explicit in the sense that
when the scheme is implemented, only two layers of arrays are
needed where the image representation iterates from one array to
the other at each layer of processing. Through the graph
transducer, each cell in a layer is assigned a symbol from the
output alphabet of the transducer. A symbol of an output alphabet
is composed from a group of symbols from the input alphabet that
reside in a certain neighborhood as defined by the neighborhood
predicate of the transducer, e.g., eight-nearest neighbors. The
multi-layer graph transducer which is utilized in this scheme is
described in Section 4.4.

4.4

Multi-Layer Graph Transducer for the Extraction
of Attributed Structured Representation

The idea behind the proposed scheme is essentially based on the
simplification of a complex object, or a global feature, by
decomposing it into simpler sub-objects, or more local features. The
decomposition is made by considering that a complex object consists
of a set of simpler sub-objects with certain neighborhood relations
between them. In other words, complex objects are decomposed,
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recursively, in a top-down fashion into sets of sub-objects (or image
features). The input alphabets, the output alphabets, and the
mapping performed by the graph transducer which are used at
different layers in the proposed scheme are designed according to
this recursive decomposition. Figure 4.9 shows the recursive
decomposition of a machine tool into simple image features, It is
clear that the boundary of any complex object can be decomposed
down into a set of global features. These global features are
composed of some local features, which are in' turn composed of
some relatively more local features and finally of some very basic
image primitives, e.g., binary image pixels similar to the one shown
in Figure 4.5.
The output alphabet So of the multi-layer graph transducer
consists
of
subsets
^SohjSo'^U
• •

of
feature
alphabets,
i.e.,
S0 each of which denotes the subset of the

alphabet at one of the layers of the scheme; So2 is the subset at the
I'th layer Elements of the alphabet at layer l is formed from
groups of elements of the alphabet at layer l— 1, such that members
of that group occupy a certain neighborhood configuration as defined
by the predicate R of the graph transducer at this layer.
The input alphabet, S/, which is the input to the first layer of
the scheme, consists of a set of symbols in which the input images
are presented. This alphabet is usually chosen to be easily
measurable. An input image is presented to the scheme as a field
of cells that take values over this input alphabet. At the first layer
of the scheme, the transducer performs a mapping of the image
input symbols itito symbols of So1, which represents the alphabet of
the transformation at the first layer.

Each element of So1 is
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composed of a group of elements from Ej which are arranged
according to the neighborhood predicate R at this layer. The image
is now represented by the array of cells at this layer of the scheme,
which are assigned symbols from the subset of alphabet at this
layer, So1, as shown by the example in Figure 4.3.
The output of the first layer is taken as input to the second
layer of the scheme. In the second layer, Ls, the scheme maps
elements of So1 into elements of the subset E02, which represent the
output alphabet of the transducer at this layer. Elements of E03 are
composed of elements from So1, according to the neighborhood
predicate R. In other words, relatively more global features are
extracted from the field Of the first layer into cells of the field of
the second layer. The symbolic mapping at this layer is performed
m a similar manner as the mapping at the previous layer.
In general, at any layer l of the scheme, the transducer
performs a mapping of elements of the output alphabet of the
preceding layer, i-i, (i.e., subset Soi_1) into the subset So*, 20lC S0,
Whose elements are formed from those elements of So1-1 that are
lying in a certain neighborhood configuration as defined by the
adjacency predicate R at this layer. Thus, the relatively local
symbols of the cells of layer (Z-l) are mapped into more global
features defined over cells of the Vth layer of the scheme.
This hierarchical mapping continues in the scheme with growing
size alphabet until it satisfies the size of the global features, which
are sought to be extracted from the image, or theoretically until the
size of the alphabet covers the whole image. It is clear that the
size of the subimages covered by the transducer alphabets grows
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very rapidly with the order of the processing layer in the scheme,
(in some cases it grOWs exponentially, as we Will show in the
experimental results). Also, the objective of this scheme is not to
attempt to recognize whole complex: objects, but rather to extract
the global symbolic representation which can then be represented
by an Attributed Relational Graph (ARG) for some further higher
level analysis, such as the matching with some prototype object
models through defining the distance between images by calculating
a distance measure and inexact matching between their respective
ARG representations, aS we will demonstrate in the eommihg
chapters of this thesis.
The alphabet of the different layers of the transducer, namely,
Eo1, S0s, . . . , and E0l, are defined to describe the features of a
certain class of objects through the decomposition of these objects
into sub-objects and the recursive decomposition of global features
into local features. Each element in the alphabet of a certain layer
represents a feature contained in the subimage covered by the
cells Of that layer.
Formally, we define the multi-layer graph transducer T of the
form :

r = I Ej, Z0, F.'R. G. * ]

where :
S/ is an input alphabet,
E0 is an output alphabet, Z0 =
where L is the number of layers in the scheme,
F is a multi-layer field of cells, F - Fl\jFz{jFz . . . \)FL,
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:

where F1 , lis the Tth layer in the field,
R is a Symmetric predicate that defines the adjacency
between every two cells in F; let S denotes the set of cell
pairs as defined by R,
0 is a function that defines pairs of alphabet symbols for
every pair of adjacent cells in S,
$ (${<Ti) c
is a function that defines the correspondence
between subsets of Eo1 for every input symbol, and
between alphabet symbols of different layers of the
scheme.

4.5

Extraction of Attributed Relational Graph Representation

The multi-layer hierarchical scheme, presented in the last
section, performs mapping of the image information contents from
the input alphabet E/, e g , the spatial domain representation, into
the output alphabet of global features, Sq. The output field of the
scheme is a two-dimensional array of cells which take values over
E0. Nevertheless, the same information contained in that array can
be better represented by an Attributed Relational Graph. The
attributed nodes of the graph represent the different features
extracted from the image, With the parameters of the features as
attributes attached to the nodes, e.g., the length of a straight line
segment, as reflected by the order of the layer in which it appears,
or the length and curvature of a curve segment, etc. The relations
between these global features, e.g., their relative positions, are
represented by attributed branches between the respective nodes in
the ARG representation.

/.
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In Fig. 4.10-(a), we show the features extracted from the image
of Fig. 4.4, where we use the linear approximation of the edge
features of the object as the image features. The length of the line
segments represent the attribute of the respective nodes. If two
lines are joint or are parallel, the relations Joint (J: i?) or Parallel
(P: d), respectively, are represented by branches between the
respective nodes, where $ is the joint arigle and d is the distance
between the two line segments. Fig. 4.IQ-(b) shows the relations
between features for the image 6f Fig. 4.4. The ARG representation
of the same image is shown in Fig. 4.11. Some more examples will
be shown with the experimental results in Chapter 6.
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GLOBAL FEATURES EXTRACTED FROM THE TRANSFORMATION FIELD
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(a) The Extracted Features

Fig. 4.10 Global Features and Relations for the Image of
Fig. 4.4
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RELATIONS BETWEEN THE EXTRACTED FEATURES :
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Jig. 4.11

Attributed Relational Graph Representation
for the Image of Fig, 4.4
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CHAPTER

Y

A DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING APPROACH
FOR DISTANCE MEASURE AND INEXACT MATCHING
BETWEEN ATTRIBUTED RELATIONAL GRAPHS

5.1

General

In Chapter 4, we presented a powerful hierarchical scheme for
the extraction of Attributed Relational Graph Representation (ARG)
from images, which, as we discussed before in Section 1.1, represent
the first phase of most computer vision and image understanding
systems. On the other hand, the actual analysis and interpretation
of the image is Usually performed on the extracted representation
and it takes place in the second phase of the system.
One of the very important concepts in information processing
and analysis is the concept of distance or similarity measures
between different entities. In this Chapter, we present a new
approach for calculating distance or similarity measures between
pairs of attributed

relational graphs, in their general form. The

graphs may possess arbitrary relative size. The importance of this
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problem in computer vision and image understanding arises due to
the following three main reasons:
(1) Graphs are very powerful representation tools for several
practical applications in image analysis and understanding.
(2) The need for a useful distance measure is very essential in
handling any real images.
(3) The results are applicable to several interesting image
understanding and pattern recognition problems, such as
locating objects in noisy and defected images, error- Cprrecting parsing of ARGs, multi-resolution analysis of
images, high-level image segmentation, etc., The approach
is also applicable to other application problems in machine
intelligence and knowledge representation, where relational
structures are chosen as the mean of knowledge
representation.
In Section 5.2, we state some formal definitions and terminology
based on which we present our formulation to the problem of
calculating a distance measure and finding the best inexact
matching configuration between pairs of attributed relational graphs.
In Section 5.3, a detailed word-description, formal formulation and
the underlying concepts of our approach to this problem are given
along with formal algorithms for the main skeleton of the approach.
The approach, basically, divides the problem into a set of
subproblems and constructs a state-space scheme, using subgraphs

to serve as handlers to govern the transition from a state to
another, and to define a dominance criterion. In Section 5.4, we
analyze the' computational complexity of the approach.

5.2 Basie Definitions and Terminology

As we discussed earlier in Chapter 2, the type of graphs which
best serves in vision systems is the attributed relational graphs.
The formal definition of an Attributed Relational Graph, which, from
now on, we may denote as AKG or simply Graph, was given in
Section 2.4.2. For the simplicity of notation, we may denote the
node and branch attribute vectors by labels, which can take any
form generated by the attribute functions.';• Moreover,, we assume
that the node as well as the branch attributes are generated by
general (manyHo-one) functions, i.e., allowing more than one node in
the graph to have the same attribute (or label) and more than one
branch to have the same attribute (or label). This appears to be an
important requirement in graph representation of images in order to
reduce the preprocessing which should be performed on. the images
before and during extracting their graph representation.
For the purpose of representation and for the ease of notation,
an ARG is represented by a doublet of the form:

G = (Ng,Bg)
where,
Ng: denotes the set of attributed-nodes of graph G, with the
attribute alphabet A° and defined as:
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Ng =

(i,a)

|

b£i<\NG\,

aeAG

Bg: denotes the set of directed attributed-branches of graph
G, with attribute alphabet EG and defined as,
Bg -

(i./.e) ]

2£Eg

also, (i,a)eiVG denotes node i with ‘a’ as an attribute and
(i,j,e)ei?G denotes the directed branch from node i to node j
with ‘e’ as its attribute.

Definition 5.1 : A BASIC Attributed Relational Graph (BARG or
Basic graph) is a graph on the form of one level tree, i.e., it
consists of a root node, the branches emanating from it, and the
nodes on which these branches terminate.
Although, as we defined before, a BARG is just a special case of
ARG, we would like to represent it in a slightly different way. Usually
in our work, we define BARGs as subgraphs of an ARG. If C? is a
basic graph in an ARG G, QcG=(JVg,5’g), we denote the BARG Q as
follows:

where:
r<V r£'=(i,a)eiVG is the root node of Q,
B°i.

j,e)|(i,j,e)^BG\ is the set of branches emanating
from

and

L%

L^={{j ,c)e:Ng \(i ,j ,e)&BG l

is the set of leaf nodes of Q.

We adopt the definition of the distance between two ARGs as, in
its basic form, the minimum number of changes (or errortransformations) which need to be performed on one graph in order
to produce the other graph. These changes are usually in the form
of node or branch deletion, insertion, or substitution (i.e.,
relabeling). In addition, we associate a certain cost with each of
these transformations. For example, let wni, wn(i, and
be the
costs of node insertion, deletion, and relabeling respectively; and let
wbi, wbd, and wbs be the costs associated with branch insertion,
deletion and relabeling, respectively.

Definition 5.2 : The distance between two ARGs, say U and V, is
defined ' as,, (he cost of tlie sequence of transformations which
possesses minimum total cost and Which must be performed On one
of the two ARGs, shy graph U (or on a Subgraph of U), in order to
produce the other ARG, i.e., graph V.
In general, the cost of error-transformations may depend on the
nodes or the branches oil which they are performed (i.e., a function
of the attributes of the nodes or the branches). For simplicity of
notation m this chapter, we assume that these costs are constant
with respect to the same type Of transformation. However, our
formulation and approach to the problem are designed to handle the
case of modified costs, in which costs are functions of the nodes or
branches. In this case, these costs, will encompass the difference in
attributes (or labels) of different nodes or branches.
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Definition 5.3 : The Empty Graph (denoted by A) is the graph of
zero nodes (and no branches), i.e., A^(§,$).
Definition 5.4 : For an ARG, G-{Ng,Bg), we define G as the set of
all BARGs c ontaine d in G.
Definition 5.5 : The set of core nodes, CG, of an ARG G is
’ • ’ ■'

■ • ,

.

defined as the set of root nodes of the BARGs in G, i.e.,
Cq

r(k\irGl,BGi,LGi)eG

Definition 5.6 : The set of terminal nodes, To, of an ARG G is
defined as all nodes of G which are not core nodes, i.e., TG=NG-CG.

5.3

Distance Calculation and Inexact Matching
for Attributed Relational Graphs

5.3.1 General

The calculation of a distance measure between two ARGs involves
not only finding a sequence of error transformations for producing
one ARG (or a subgraph of it) from the other, but also finding such
a sequence which possesses the minimum total cost. Therefore, an
essential part of the problem involves optimization over all valid
sequences of transformations to find the one with minimum total
cost. For the distance measure to be informative, the cost of error
tansformations should depend on the nodes and branches on which
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these ■transformations are applied. For any two given ARGs, U arid
V, the approach for distance calculation between U and V or their
subgraphs can be outlined by the three major steps, as shown in
Figure 5.1.
First, we decompose 17 and V into two sets of BARGs denoted as
U=iUhUz,....,.;UM] and
where if and N are the
number of nodes in U and V, respectively. The distance between
two BARGs is defined as in Section 5.2, since BARGs are just a
special case of ARGs. This distance can be easily calculated because
of the simple structure of the BARGs.
Second, we reconstruct U arid V starting from a pair of empty
graphs and iteratively embed into them matched pairs of Basic
graphs from the two Sets It/yfAif and
according to some
feasibility criterion as we will discuss iii Section 5.3.4, until rio more
pairs can be added. This reconstruction process generates the
state-space, representation of the problem, in which each state
denotes the reconstruction of a pair of subgraphs from U and V.
The Initial State in this representation scheme denotes the
starting Of the matching process, and the final States are those
states denoting the successful completion of reconstructing graph U,
graph V, or both. The transition from a state to another state
represents the embedding of a pair of matched basic graphs into
the already reconstructed subgraphs; the weight on this branch
denotes the incremental cost due to this embedding operation. A
heuristic criterion is defined to govern the possible next matched
pairs of basic graphs which can be embedded at each state in the
representation scheme, the Concepts and the details of this

Decomposition of
ARG’s into BARG's

Kg. 5.1

Representation

Shortest-Path
Problem

General Flowchart for the Proposed Approach to
the Graph Distance and Inexact Matching Problem
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criterion are presented in Section 5.3.4. Usually, the incremental
cost is not only a function of the nodes and branches on which an
error transformation is applied, but it also depends on the matching
configuration of the already reconstructed subgraphs. Therefore, it
is clear that the resulting state-space representation scheme is, in
general, on the form of a Directed Branch-weighted Lattice.
The third and the last step of the approach is to find the
Shortest-Path over the Directed Acyclic Branch-weighted Lattice
from the initial state to a, state in the set of final states. This
optimization problem, for the type of lattice that the approach
generates, can be solved in linear time by Dynamic Programming.
The total weight of the shortest-path denotes the distance measure
between the two ARGs, while its final state denotes the best inexact
matching configuration between the two graphs.

5.3.2 Decomposition of ARGs into Sets of Basic Graphs (BARGs)

Suppose that two ARGs, £7 and V, of M and N nodes
respectively, are represented by: U=(Nrj,Brj), and V=(Nv ,BV); Au
and Av denote the alphabets of node attributes, and Erj and Ev
denote the alphabets of branch attributes for graph U and graph V,
respectively. The first main step in the approach is to decompose
each of the two graphs, U and V, into a set of basic graphs (BARGs),
namely sets U = {Ux, Uz,UM\, and V-

....,4^1, respectively.
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In Figure 5.2, we show an example of two ARGs; their
corresponding sets, of Basic graphs are shown in Figure 5,3. It is
clear that the decomposition of graphs into sets of BARGs is unique.
It is achieved by Algorithm 5.1, as given below.

ALGORITHM 5.1:
Purpose : To decompose an ARG into a set of Basic ARGs.
Input

:

An ARG, graph G, represented by
Ng - (i,a) |ie^ll2,....11 Ng | |, aeAc[ and
|Afdj|, h^Ec

B° =
Output

: A set G= \GVGZ......such that, QeGis a Basic ARG
represented as Q=(r£’15^'lA^), where:
is the root node of Git
B** is the set of branches emanating from r^, and
ifi is the set of leaf nodes of Gir

Method .■: \

;,

FOR i:-l to |Ne| DO ;
BEGIN '

;

(1) rGt - (i,a)
: (2)

^ Ki.j.b)|(i,j,b)e5G|

(3)■£* <- i(j,c)|(j,c)eNG, (i,j,b)£5^|

END
END ALGORITHM 5.1

'
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Graph U

Fig. 5.2

Two ARG’s U and V

a

b
u=

u2) U3. U4i

V= \ylt v2l Vgj

Fig. 5.3 The Sets of Basic Graphs for the ARG’s Shown in Fig. 5.2
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5.3.3 Construction of State-Space Representation

The state-space representation used in this approach is in the
form of a Directed Acyclic Labeled Lattice. Such a lattice consists
of a set of labeled states, say set 5=|s0,sllss,.....1si^ where L +1 is the
total number of states, and a set of directed labeled branches R, of
the form
where (s/.s/j denotes a branch
emanating from state Sj to state sj. For two AGRs U and F, each
state in this lattice denotes the reconstruction of a subgraph from
graph U and a subgraph from graph F, as well as the matching of
their respective basic graphs, according to the feasibility criterion
which is shown in Section 5.3.4, For example, a state, s/( denotes
the reconstruction of subgraphs Xj and Yj from graphs U and V,
respectively. Each of Xj and Yj is composed of a set of BARGs,
namely
and
The basic graphs in % and %
are matched in pairs in the form (Xj,^), where X^Xj and Yik'Yj.
Therefore, each state in the lattice is labeled with a set of matched
pairs of basic graphs in the form: sI={XI,Yi)-\{X>Yi)\X^X>Yi&YI

On

the other hand, each branch in the lattice, say branch (s/(s^)
between state sj=(Xi,Yi) and state sj=(Xj,Yj), is labeled by tu(s/,s/),
which represents the cost of the transition between the two States,
i.e., state s/ and state Sj.
In the reconstruction process, the transition from state s/ into
state s/ represents the embedding of, a pair of BARGs A*' arid .1* into
the already reconstructed subgraphs Xj and Yj in order to produce
subgraphs Xj and Yj, where Xkc £ U~Xlum\, Yke

^F-S|u|Aj| and

,Yk)Y(AA). The new subgraphs Xj and Yj are composed of the two
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sets of BARGs ^=A^u$Ay and Yj=Yiv\Yk]. The embedding of Xk on Xj
and Yk on Yj is performed in a straight forward fashion according to
the configuration of the original ARGs U and V.
The new pair of subgraphs Ay and Yj is represented in the
state-space lattice by a state sy. The transition from state sj to
state sy is represented by a branch (s/,sy) with an associated cost
which denotes the incremental distance due to
the embedding of

Xk

and

Yk

into subgraphs

Xj

and

Yj

to produce the

new subgraphs Xj and Ty, respectively. This incremental distance is,
in general, a function of the matched nodes and branches of A* and
as well as of the matching configuration of subgraphs Xj and Yj.
The evaluation of this incremental distance depends on the the
application problem in hand, i.e. the practical significance of each
node and branch in both ARGs, their attribute alphabets, etc; as it
is the case for string and tree distance measures.
Yk,

A designated state in the lattice is the ‘'Initial State", which is
denoted as s0e5, labeled as (A,A) and representing the starting point
of the graph reconstruction process where both subgraphs are
empty. A formal algorithm fpr reconstructing the graphs and
generating the lattice will be given below, and referred to as
Algorithm 5.II.
Before presenting Algorithm; 5,11, we describe it informally.
First, for Ui^O, and
we generate states labeled as sI-{Xj,YI),
where, Xj =U* and Yj=Vj. The weight of a branch (s0,s/). from the
initial state s0 to state s7 is w(s0,s/)=d(C/i,^), i.e., the distance
between the two basic graphs

and Vj. In Figure 5.4, we show the

state-space representation generated via reconstructing the two
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{K.ni)}

{(0|.n2)}

da<s^
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@((si|,n2))
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fig. 5.4

UOl.®2)/
l3 ps.njJf
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State-Space Representation for the Distance Measure
and Inexact Matching between ARG’s
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ARGs U and V which are shown in Figure 5.2 from the sets of BARGs
shown in Figure 5.3.
The significance and the information
represented by each state are explained below and are shown in
Figure 5.5.
At any arbitrary state s/=(A>,
(i)

we define the following:

C(sj): C(sj)= (A A |

rt)e(#, Yj)

as the set

of matched pairs of core nodes in subgraphs Xj and YIt
(ii) Cx(sj)-. Cx(sT)- r*11 (rXi ,rYi)^C(sjr) as the set of core nodes of
subgraph XIt
(hi) Gy(s/): CY(sj)= rYi |

as the set of core nodes of

subgraph Yj,
(iv) Tx(si): Tx(sj)~ LXi\XMNX!-Cx(sj)l

as the set of terminal

nodes of subgraph Xj,
(v) Ty{sf): Ty(sj)- L 11 Yi<E\N^-CV(s/)h as the set of terminal
nodes of subgraph Yj.
At any state s/=(X/,17)e5') we have the set of core nodes of Xj
and the set of core nodes of Yj in the form of matched pairs, as
represented by C(sj). The approach proceeds by expanding state sj
through the embedding of a new pair of Basic graphs into Xj and Yj
and adding a new pair of matched nodes into Cx and Cy. This new
matched pair is chosen from the terminal-node sets Tx and Ty
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Ai state

a

a

“*
Subgraph Y,

Subgraph Xt

C(s,) = {(n|,h-,)}

cx(si) =

Tx(S|) = {a2.n3)

C^S|) = {Q|J

Ty(S|) - {d2j

P(S,) = {(U2,V1MUa,V8j>

Q(sii = {(U2,V2).(U4fV2)}
At state s2:

Subgraph X2

C'(so) - {(»2.n,}>
Ox(s.| = {i.,}

<\<s2) = l“i)
!•(*,) - ■{(!>,.

Tx(sj) = {*,.»,}

= {»j>

Qls,) = II>i,.Vj)}

Fig. 5.5

Information Represented by States in the State-Space
Representation
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At state s3:

Subgraph Y3
Subgraph X3

C(s3) = (fen,))
Cx(ss) ^ {^3} Tx(s3) “ {°Pn2J
Cyfo) = t“i)

TV(s3) = {*>2)

P(S3) = {(U^MU^V*)}

QN = !(U„V2)}
At state s4:

C(S,) ={(«,,I.V)>
cx(sit = (»») •

TxK) = (#a)

c^s4) = fh|) Tyts,) =■{»,}
P(W)=m.Vj»)
Q(s«) = M

Fig. 5.5

(Continued)
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At state H:

e
d (*><

b (C«2
Subgraph Ys

Subgraph X$
C(ss) = {(ng5n,),(n2,n2)}

Cx(ss) = {ni»fi2>

TX<s5) ^ ^n3'n^

CY(s5) = {»|.n2>

= ^

T(s,5 = {(^T3.v3),(u4.v3n
Q(s5) = {(Uj.V5»

e

At state sfl:

Subgraph X8
C(se) = ((■i.»i).("S’bj)>
Cx(s,) = (n,.»,)

Tt(s,) = i«j>

C^s,) = in,,"?)

ty(ss)

= W

P(s„) = (OW,)}

QM = M

Pig. 5.5

(Continued)
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At state sj:

Subgraph X,
C(s7) - {(n,fn2)f(n2fn,)}.
Cjrfsj) = {n,,nj}

Tx(*7) =

CV<ST> =

Tv(s7) = {n,(

= ((U3,v3),(ij„v-,)}
QM = {(U„v,)}
At state Sg:

Subgraph Xt

Subgraph Y(

C(s,) = {(nj.njJ.fnjn,))
Cx)-8) = {!>„»,} Tx(s8) = {„,}
C^s»* = fnfni> Tyfs,) = {„,)
pk>

= m,v3»

Qh») = w

Fig. 5.5

(Continued)
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At state s0:

Subgraph Xg

" Subgraph Ye

C(s«) ~ {(nJ»nj)i(n2'ls2)»(n3*li3)}
^x(sfli = {a,tn2,n3}

CY{*•) =.{°|»tt2»-ni)
P(S») - {(U4,A)}:

- {n4}

Ty(Sg) = {0}

Q^) = au4>A)}

At state s,0:

<1

cx(sio) “ {n».n2,n3}

Tx(s,0) = {n4}

Cy(sj6) = ;{ohnsin3}

Ty{sl0) = {4>\

p(g = iiM}

Pig. 5.5

(Continued)
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C'(s,3) = {(i»i,n-.))
Cx(si3) = {ni}

Tx(S|j) = {n2.“3)

Cyfais) = {n2}

Ty(S|3) = {Dt,a3}

P(s,3) = UU2,V1),(U2,V3),(U3,V1),(U1,V3)}
Q(s,j) = UU*v1).(Uj,Vj),(U,.v1),(Uj.v3)}

Fig. 5.5 (Continued)
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according to some heuristic criterion which we call "Feasibility
Condition" that has to be satisfied; we will explain this criterion,
discuss its justification and validity, and give its algorithm in Section
5.3.4.
At any state sI=(XIlYI) in the lattice, let tx and ty denote two
nodes in the terminal-node sets of the subgraphs Xj and Yj
respectively, i.e., txeTx(si) and ^G7’r(s/). Let Xtx and Yty be the two
BARGs for which tx and ty are the root nodes, i.e., Xtx = (tx,B X,L
y

*),

y

and ' Yt = {ty.B ty,L ty).

We formulate a set, P(s7), as the set of

possible pairs of (Xtx,Yty), of the form:
P(si) = \(Xtx. \)M

.A)M(A. J^) j |

eTx(sj),tyeTy(sj)

P(sf) denotes the set of candidate pairs of basic graphs to be
matched, if they satisfy the feasibility criterion. We augment the set
P(s7) to include
A) i and {{A,Yty)\ in order to encompass the fact
that the two graphs U and V are not necessarily of the same size,
and thus some nodes may be deleted.
Next, we check the feasibility of pairs (Xta,5^)<eP(s/) and let set
Q(s/) be the set of only those pairs which satisfy the "Feasibility
Condition", i.e,,

Q(sf) = \{Xtx,Yty)^P{Sl) |FEASIBLE((Xix, Yty),Cx(sf) ,Cy(S/),7Y(s/), Ty(sj)) ,

'

11°

Then, we expand the state sj by creating new states, e.g., state
which corresponds to the embedding of a pair of (Xt ,Yt )eQ(s/)

sj,

into the already reconstructed subgraphs X} and Y} of graphs U and
V, respectively. We also label the branch (sj,sj) to denote the
incremental distance resulting from the embedding oi (Xtx,Yty) into
(Xj.Yj)

to create

(Xj,Yj).

The formal algorithm is given below.

ALGORITHM 5.II :
Purpose : To generate

the state-space representation for the
distance calculation and inexact matching between two

■ ARGs.
:

Input

Two ARGs U and V, e^ch of which is decomposed into a
set
of
BARGs
given
as
U=\Ui,Uz
Uu]
and
V=lVvV2......vNi.

Output

: A Directed Labeled Lattice of states 5,=(s0ls1,....,sjr],
where the states are labeled as sj=(Xj,Yi), XjQU, YjQV,
and the branches are labeled as w{sI,sj).

Method

I.

Let

:

s0 <- (A,A)II.

II. FOR i:=l to M DO
FOR j:=l to N DO
: BEGIN

Ill
1.

Sj

m.YjyiX^UiSU, Yj=V^Vl.

«-

2. S ^ sukrl
3. ^(so.s/) <- d^iUi.Vj).
4.

SK

sl

5. Let C(sK) denote ' (rXk,rYk)\ (Xk,YkM(XK,YK)l
Cx{sk) denote rxk \ [rxk TYk^c{sK)
Cy(sjf) denote

r Yk | (rXk ,r Yk) e C (sK) ',

Tx{sk) denote
) denote Xrfc | 7fce^yjr-Cy(s^)j '•

Ty(sk

PM)
6.

QM)

,(A^, Yty)eP(s)f) |FEASIBLE{{Xtz, Yty),Cx(sK),Cy (s*)■ 7*(s*). ?>(**))

7. For all (Ai.^eQ^) DO
(i) ^
(ii) £ ^Jru^j
(iii) w{sK,sj) <(iv) IF N0T((Ar/, ^)e5) THEN DO
sk

sj

"■■■

US
GO TO STEP (II. 5)
8. END FOR

III. END

ALGORITHM '5,11

5.3.4

THe Feasibility Critenon

At any state (s7) in the Lattice we view each of the
reconstructed subgrsiphs XjQUand YjCV as consisting of two nonoverlapping sets of nodes, namely the core-node set and the
terminal-node set, i.e., C*-(s/) and Tx(s/) for subgraph Xj, and Cy(s7)
and 7y(s/) for subgraph Yj. The nodes in the core-node sets are
matched in pairs forming the set C(s>), where c=(r 4,r .;4>eC(s/),' as
shown in Section 5.3.3.
We define a Feasibility Criterion based on the following idea:
At a state (s7) along a certain path in the Lattice, we consider
the core parts as hatched pahs, and thus any new matched
pairs to be added to the cores at this state must comply with
this fact. In other Words, the core parts are already matched in
pairs and the approach proceeds to match the rest of the nodes
by checking every pair of the terminal nodes, at this state, to
determine whether they are a feasible next matched pair, i.e.,
whether considering them as a matched pair will require any
changes to be made on the matching configuration of the core
parts at this state.

This is done by checking that their
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respective neighbor nodes are matched in accordance with the
matching configuration
considered.

of

the

core

parts

at

the

state

If a pair of terminal nodes does not satisfy this criterion, it is
called an infeasible pair. If a candidate pair is infeasible, the
expansion of the state by adding this pair of terminal nodes into
the core parts is disregarded and the remaining candidate pairs
are considered.
This criterion is presented below by Algorithm 5.III. In brief, the
algorithm checks the leaf nodes of both A* and 1*. If a leaf node of
Xk is in C^(s/) then there has to be a leaf node in Yk that is
matched already with it according to the set C(sj), and vice versa.
Otherwise the pair {Xk,Yk) is considered infeasible.

ALGORITHM 5 III :
Purpose : To check the feasibility of embedding a pair of Basic
graphs (Xk,Yk) into the already reconstructed subgraphs,
Xj.Q. U and Yj c V, at state s7.

■■,i;vi.;--.i.The/, two reconstructed subgraphs of state sj, i.e., (Xj,Yj),
which is represented by the sets C(s/), Cx(sj), Cy(s/), Tx(si)
and 7V(s7),

114 ■■■. ■
;

2. A pair of candidate BARGs {Xtx,Yt^).

Output

:

True - if the embedding of {Xtx,Yt^) into {XItYj) is
feasible,
False - otherwise.

Method
I.

Let Lx «- L l* ,
yt
.
•■ ■
Ly «- L y , and
FEASIBLE 4- TRUE ,

n. WHILE Lx is NOT empty DO
1.

an arbitrary node in Lx-

I,

2. IF l^Cxisj) THEN
IF there, exist? ly€.Ly such that (lzlly)^C(sj) THEN
.

Lx *-

Ly *- Ly-\h\ >
GO TO Step II.3
■

ELSE

.v
FEASIBLE ^ FALSE ,
GO TO Step IV

ELSjE ■
IF ke7*(s/) THEN
IF there exists ly£.Ly such thatizmatches ly
■'

THEN

.
Lx +- Lx~\lx £ .
Ly Ly-\ly] ,
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GO TO Step 11.3
ELSE
FEASIBLE ^ FALSE
GO TO Step IV
ELSE .
Lx *r- Lx~\lx\ .
GO TO Step II. 3
3 . END while
III. WHILE Lr is NOT empty DO
1. ly <- an arbitrary node in Ly .
2. IF lyZCyisj) THEN
FEASIBLE ^ FALSE v
GO TO Step IV
else

V'Yv' ;
IF Jj, e fyisj) THEN
FEASIBLE ^ FALSE ,
GO TO Step IV
ELSE
Ly^LY-\ly\ ,
GO TO Step in. 3

3. END while
IV. END

:

: Y

ALGORITHM 5.III.
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5.3.5

The Optimization Problem

The problem now is to find the Shortest-Path over the state
Lattice, which consists of a set S of states and a set R of directed
branches, from the Initial State (s0£.S) to a Final State (sj?eS>),
where S> is a set of Final States. Formally, the Shortest-Path
Problem over a Acyclic Directed Lattice has a solution by Dynamic
Programming which has linear time complexity in the number of
states in the lattice. The Dynamic Programming (DP) technique,
[dena82], [dena79a], [dena79b], performs an intelligent search over
all, but only, the feasible paths in order to find the shortest path.
This technique divides the problem into stages at which decisions
take place; it finds a recursive relation which inoves backward from
one stage to the previous stage, i.e., it decomposes the problem into
a sequence of smaller problems which can be solved recursively one
at a time.
Fortunately, the state lattice generated by our approach is
already divided into stages from stage 0 up to stage H. The order
of the stage represents the number of matched-pair nodes in the
core parts of subgraphs Xj and 7j. The DP technique starts from
the last stage in the lattice and proceeds backward one stage at a
time until it reaches the initial state of the lattice. The general
subproblem for this problem is :
Suppose we are at some arbitrary state s/ES, what state should
we go to next so that the path from state sj to a final state will
have the shortest possible length?
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This state is chosen in the best possible manner; thus it is a
state (say sj) in a path from s/ to a final state, and it achieves the
following:
min(s/fs/)en

w(sr,Sj)

+ D{Sj)

where Q is the set of all branches emanating from state sJt such
that (s/.s's) is on the path from sf to a final state . The algorithm
for this problem is given below.

ALGORITHM 5.IV :
Purpose : To find the Shortest-Path from an Initial State to a state
in a set; of Final States, over an Acyclic Lattice.

Input

:

Acyclic Directed Branch-weighted Lattice represented

by
1. ^rrfso.sj.sg, . . . ,Si|: a set of states , divided into //stages
of the form 5’=^5°ij5'1ljS’2(j, , , SH], where ShcS is the
subset consists of all the states atstage h; S'0=^s0|e5 is
the Initial State;
is a set of Final States.
2. Eq{Rij={si>sj).j's/'AS/eS']: a .set' of directed branches; for all

f

s/£5h then sj£Sh+l for Q^hcH.

Output. •
*

The Total Distance of the Shortest-Path from the Initial
State to a Final State, denoted as D(s0),

./
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*

The Final State of the Shottest-Path, denoted as F(s0).

Method
I.

FOR I:= 0 to L DO
IF sjESp THEN DO
,

d(s/) m

,

:

F (s/) «- s/
ELSE DO D(s/)

°°

II. FOR h:=H-l to 0 DO
FOR all si & Sh DO
P(sj)

<-

, ' : L

'
^(s/,s/)+Z?(s/);

F(s,) - F(Sj)
HI. END

ALGORITHM 5.IV.

g.4

CoitipeMty Analysis

It is a well known fact, unfortunately, that the graph-to-graph
distance problem belbngs id the class of NP-compIete problems.
This distance is defined as the tost of the minimum total-cost
sequence of error-transformations which should be performed on one
graph to produce the other graph. Any conventional search
algorithm, e.g., backtracking, will require exponential time.
Moreover, several intelligent Search techniques, e.g. branch and
bound, forward-checking, or look-ahead search, even though their
average performance may not be that bad, but their worst case
complexity will still he exponential.

In this section we investigate

the computational complexity of our approach, as presented by the
algorithms in Section 5.3.
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Suppose that our input are two ARGs, U and V of M and N
nodes, respectively. Let 6, a constant, denote the maximum number
of branches emanating from any node in U or V. The first part of
the approach is to decompose both U and V into Basic ARGs. It is
clear that this is done in linear time for each of the two graphs, i.e.,
has time complexity of order (M+N).
The second part of the approach is to generate the multi-stage
state-space lattice which describes the states of reconstructing the
decomposed graphs. The initial state of the process composes stage
0 of the lattice. A state sj in a stage J of the lattice, if the set of
matched-pair of core nodes at this state consists of J elements. We
expand the state sj in stage J into a subset of states in stage J+l;
each of them denotes the addition of a new pair from the set of
terminal nodes at s/ into the core nodes. For the general case of
calculating the distance between U and V, the worst case for the
number of stages in the lattice is M+N. For some more specific
cases, such as considering one graph as a reference graph and use
the approach to determine the best matching subgraph of the other
graph, the number of stages will be less, as we will discuss later in
this section.
The subgraph isomorphism problem and its related versions have
exponential worst-ease complexity. But in practice most subgraph
isomorphism algorithms behave far better than that for real
applications. In [hara70] and [tsai83], it is assumed that a typical
search tree will reduce to just a single line with few branches at
each tree level and will contain total number of states of order an3,
where n is the number of nodes in the graph and a is a constant
taking care of the branches in the graph. In our approach we

consider a reasonable asSuhiption, which is justified by the result of
our implementation, that each stage of the state^space lattice
contains number of states in the order of 8MN, where 5, M, and N
are as defined before (or 8N2 if M-N). Since the worst case for the
number of stages is M+N, thus the total number of states in the
lattice is Of the order of 6MN(M+N).
Now we discuss, in detail, the complexity analysis of the second
part of our approach* which generate the State-space lattice. The
generation of stage 1, requires time 7,1=(ci+cg).M, where cx is a
constant for assigning the state label, and eg is a. constant for
calculating the incremental distance between two Basic ARGs, thus it
depends oh 6Z. At state sj in stage j, since 'C(sr)\=j, thus the sets
of core nodes of subgraphs Xj and Yj Contains at most j nodes each,
i.e„ J€x{sj)and | CY{sj) |<j. Therefore, the upper-bpuhd for the
number of nodes in the terminal node sets at this state is j8 for
each subgraph, Le., . | %(«/) 1^3$ and | 7,y(s/)|<y<5. A more accurate
estimate for ' Ty(si) | and j 7Y(s/) ’ can be obtained if we assume that
the branches in both TJ and V are evenly distributed over the nodes,
therefore
j{l-X}

|
and

respectively.

and | 7>(s/)\^j8(1-The quantities
have

upper limits

Therefore, 12j(s/) |<

at ,? = |p and J = |r>

and | Ty(sj):

Thus, the

upi>er limit for the total number of validity check of condition
LfftJ

FEASIBLE, at state sj in the lattice is ——.

If r is the time

required by the feasibility checking algorithm, then the upper limit
;
.
.
8ZMN
of time for feasibility checking at this state is r-—
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It can be easily seen that> with proper implementation of the
heuristic algorithm FEASIBLE, it needs time t=c3<Ss, where c3 is a
Constant time needed to make a variable assignment. Therefore,
the worst case time required for feasibility checking at state sj in
M j3ir

the lattice is c3—-—Usually only a fraction of the checked pair of
Basic ARGs will satisfy the feasibility criterion and will produce
states in the next stage of the lattice, thus the time required for
feasibility checking represent a dominating factor in the analysis of
our approach as we will See. The total time needed, as a worst case
estimate, at state s/ in the lattice is:
t2 = c3^^^ SMN(cl+cz+ci) = O(MN) ,
where C4 is the constant time required to compare two states, all
the other parameters are as defined before, and since 6 is a
constant. The maximum number of states in the lattice is
6MN(M+N), therefore the upper bound estimate of time needed to
generate the lattice is given by:
T2 = {c1+cz+c3^-+c4)6M2N2(M+N) = 0(M2N2(M±N)),

The third part of our approach is to find the shortest-path over
the multi-stage state-space lattice from the designated initial state
to a final state. As we discussed before with the presentation of our
algorithm, this problem is solved by dynamic programming in linear
time. Therefore, it is dominated by the complexity of the second
part of the apEroach; as investigated above.
In summary the upper-bound of the overall complexity of our
approach for the general case of calculating the distance between
any two ARGs U and V is of the order 65M2N2(M+N), where M and N
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are the number of nodes in U and V, respectively, and <5 is a
constant representing the maximum number of branches stemming
from any node in U or V. In the remaining part of this section we
consider some specific version of this problem and investigate how
their complexity differ from the general case.
One special version of the problem is to consider V as a
prototype ARG of N nodes and U to be deformed version of V. The
objective is to find the minimum total cost sequence of errortransformations which must be performed on U to produce V. In
this case the maximum number of states in any stage in the lattice
will be of order SNZ, the number of stages is N, with all the final
states are located in stage N. Therefore, the total number of states
in the lattice is of order <5Y3, and following similar steps as show
above, the upper bound of the overall computational complexity of
the approach in this case will be 65N5 (i.e., 0(iV5)).
Another special version, we assume that there is a node of U
and a node in V which are used as a registration matched-pair, as
was assumed by Sanfeliu, [sanf83a]. In this case, this matched-pair
will denote the initial state in the lattice and thus the upper-bound
on the total number of states in the lattice will be of order Ns (or
N(M+N) for the general case), thus the overall complexity in this
case reduces to <54iV4 (i.e., 0(N4)).
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CHAPTER

VI

APPLICATION TO IMAGE UNDERSTANDING
AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

6.1

General

The hierarchical scheme presented in Chapter 4 of this thesis, is
a powerful scheme for the extraction of high-level (or global) image
representation from low-level (or local) input images. It combines
both the model-driven and the data-driven concepts. The modeldriven principle is basically the top-down decomposition of object
models, that are used to configure the graph transducer utilized in
the scheme, e.g., to decide the choice of the alphabets, the
neighborhood configurations, and the adjacency relations between
the primitives. Thus, the model information is represented by the
hierarchical graph transformation of the scheme.
On the other hand, the data-driven concept is basically a
bottom-up process which is performed in that scheme by the
mapping of the the input local alphabets of the bottom layers into
the more global alphabets of the upper layers. The scheme is shown
to be powerful and very useful for a wide variety of machine
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intelligence applications, in which a global knowledge representation
is required to facilitate the further processing. As we discussed in
Chapter 1, the extraction of an adequate representation is the main
objective of the first phase of most knowledge processing systems,
to which image understanding systems belong.
Further processing of the information takes place in the second
phase of the system. Such processing is usually performed on the
extracted representation. In a wide variety of applications, the
concept of defining some distance or similarity measures has been
shown to be very useful in several decision making processes, in fact
it is a very important concept in the fields of decision theory,
function analysis, inference procedures, learning, etc.
Some of the very useful forms of knowledge representation
utilize relational structures to represent sets of interrelated
concepts, evidences, or objects. In Chapter 5, we have presented a
new efficient approach for computing a distance measure and finding
the best inexact matching configuration between general purpose
relational structures of the form of attributed relational graphs.
Attributed relational graphs are shown to be a powerful
representation tool which combines both the syntactic and the
semantic information into sets of attributed nodes and branches.
In this chapter, we discuss the application of the concepts and
techniques presented in Chapters 4 and 5 in an image understanding
system. The experimental work reported in this chapter consists of
two major application experiments. Experiment I concerns with
locating objects in a scene composed of complex overlapped objects,
while Experiment II deals with target detection in highly noisy and
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distorted images, specifically, we apply our techniques on Synthetic
Aperture Radar (SAR) images. In the remaining parts of this
chapter, we briefly comment on the concepts of our techniques and
explain in details how they apply to each of the two experiments.
Figure 6.1 shows the general block diagram of the system which
we use in our application experiments. The input data to this
system is in the form of raw images defined as arrays of elements
(or pixels) which take values over a gray scale. In Section 6.2, we
comment briefly on the input image data and the preprocessing
performed by the system. Due to some particular characteristics of
SAR images, we devote Section 6.2.1 for discussing the nature of SAR
images and the preprocessing performed in Experiment II, which
deals with the SAR images. The utilization of the multi-layer
hierarchical scheme, of Chapter 4, for the extraction of image global
representation is discussed in Section 6.3. In the same section, we
also present the hierarchical graph transformations which are used
in our experiments.
The extraction of an attributed relational graph representation
from the output field of the hierarchical scheme is discussed in
Section 6.4. In Section 6.5, we comment on the application of the
graph distance and inexact matching approach which is proposed in
Chapter 5, into our experiments. This is basically done by
measuring the distance, or similarity, between the attributed
relational graph representations of the input image and of some
object models; and extracting the matching subgraphs of minimum
distance, or maximum similarity, between the two attributed

Image
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Model

ARG

Representation

Fig.

6.1

Block Diagram of the Proposed Image Understanding System
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relational graphs. In Section 6.6 and 6.7, we present the results of
Experiment I, for locating objects in multi-object scene, and
Experiment II, for target detection in SAR images, respectively.

8.2

Input Data and Preprocessing

6.2.1

General

Imaging peripherals usually deliver images on the form of twodimensional digitized arrays for the signal falling on their receivers.
This form of raw representation is called the spatial domain
representation of images. A typical raw image consists of a 256x256
array of cells (or pixels), that take values over a 0-255 gray scale.
The value of each cell represent the darkness of a very local
element area in the image. Figures 6.2, 6.3, and 6.4 show examples
of typical images which are used in our experiments. Images, as
well as most other information sources, are usually burdened with
noise, distortion, and uncertainty. Moreover, the data entities in the
spatial domain image representation possess a very strict local
nature. This is usually the case in most knowledge processing
systems, where the input information is usually on the form of local
entities, while the analysis and decision must be made based on
some global meaningful configuration of these local entities.
The construction of some meaningful global representation from
the input imagery data is presented below in Section 6.3.
Nevertheless, some very simple preprocessing is needed to prepare
the input raw images for the hierarchical scheme used in Section
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Fig. 6.2 An;' Image of a Model Object':; V

Fig. 6.3 An Image of Overlapping Objects

Fig. 6.4 ' ..The SAR Gray’ Seale Image of Santa, Barbara Area
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6.3. In Section 6.2.2, we present the preprocessing techniques which
are utilized in Experiment I. In Section 6.2.3, we discuss the SAR
image data and the preprocessing techniques which we propose to
handle the noisy nature

of SAR images which are used in

Experiment II.

6.2.2

Preprocessing of Multi-Object Scenes

In Experiment I, we use very simple preprocessing on the form
of a conventional edge operator, namely, the Sobol edge-operator
over 3x3 windows. This operator is available on hardware chips and
is relatively fast. , Figures 6.5 and 6.6 show the result of applying
that operator to the images of Figures 6.2 and 6.3, respectively.
The edge image is then thresholded and thinned using some simple
standard techniques, to extract the contours of the different regions
in the images.

The results of these operations on the images of

Figures 6.5 and 6.6 are shown in Figures 6.7 and 6.8, respectively.
The thinned image is now given as input to the hierarchical scheme,
which is presented'in Chapter 4, as shown in Section 6.3.

6.2.3

Preprocessing of SAR Images

The processing of aerial images, in general, and the Synthetic
Aperture Radar (SAR) images in particular, is a challenging task.
This is not only due to their low signal-to-noise ratio, but also due to
the vast diversion of the shape, the relative size, the nature, and

Fig. 6.5

The Result of Applying Sobol Edge-Operator
to the Image in Fig. 6.2
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Kg. 6.6

The Result of Applying Sobol Edge-Operator
to the Image in Fig. 6.3

fig. 6.7

Thinned Edges of the Image in Fig. 6.5
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Fig. 6.8 Thinned Edges of the Image in Fig. 6.6
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the informative features of the interesting objects in these images,
[eshe83], [leej81]. Therefore, a relatively sophisticated preprocessing
technique is needed for the analysis of this type of images.
The multi-resolution concept seems very appealing in the
processing of aerial images, since one of the major characteristics of
these images is the vast diversity of the objects that may exist in
them. Some different objects may have the same shape but
different sizes or different relative dimensions. A clear example of
such a case is the difference between highways and airport runways,
where the size and the ratio of width-to-length become major
discriminative features. In this experiment, Experiment II, we use
a multi-resolution technique in performing preliminary region-based
segmentation using split-and-merge approach.
In order to efficiently perform the preliminary segmentation on
the SAR images of Figure 6.4, we Utilize the multi-resolution
technique in a split-and-merge region-based segmentation and
combine it with edge-based segmentation. This is basically the form
of preprocessing which we utilize in this experiment, as we explain
in more details in the remaining part of this section.
We assume that only the approximate size of objects in terms of
the area represented by each pixel is known.

Starting from the

image with a suitable low resolution, we u$e a simple thresholding,
e.g., thresholding over the gray scale or the variance of the
subimages, to obtain a low segmentation of the image. The results
of this rough segmentation is then used for further segmentation at
ne 2 finer levels of resolution.
technique is given below.

The formal algorithm for this
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ALGORITHM 6.1 : Multi-Resolution Region-Based Segmentation
Purpose :

To perform split-and-merge multi-resolution regionbased preliminary segmentation

Input :

A gray scale image

Output :

Segmented image containing the candidate objects

Method :

I.

Obtain a suitable rough resolution image based on
the approximate size of the interesting objects.

II.

Obtain a segmented image ii using some simple
criterion, e.g., simple thresholding of the gray
scale values.

III.

Obtain a finer resolution image.

IV.

Obtain a segmented image Is.

V.

Mask Iz by ^ in I3.

VI.

From Is, pick up the pixels which are adjacent to
object pixels in I3 and move them into I3.

VII.

Repeat Step VI, until no more pixels can be added
to /3.

VIII.

END ALGORITHM 6.1

The objective of this experiment is to detect some targets of
interest in the SAR images.

Specifically, in this experiment we aim

at detecting airports in the SAR image of the Santa Barbara area.
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In general, airports are characterized, from their region-based
features as relatively large and uniform flat regions which exhibit
high reflectance. From their shape, i.e., edge-based features, they
are characterized as consisting of some runways, usually two or
more, that take the form of relatively long but not too narrow flat
areas.
The results of applying our technique and Algorithm 6.1 to the
Santa Barbara SAR image of Figure 6.4 are shown in Figures 6.9
through 6.12. The resulting image contains the candidate objects
based on the region preliminary segmentation. Then the system
focuses the attention on some mask areas around the candidate
objects, and concentrates the edge-based segmentation within these
areas. Figure 6.13 shows the extracted edges within the focus of
attention areas, using the Sobol local edge-operator. It can be
easily seen from that figure that the extracted edges of the
candidate targets are very noisy and distorted. Nevertheless, we
utilize this preprocessing results to perform higher level analysis of
the SAR images, where we extract an attributed relational graph
representation from the image and perform the inexact matching of
minimum global distance between the extracted ARG representation
of the image and that ARG representation of the target model as
shown in the block diagram in Figure 6.1 and explained in the
following sections.

Fig. ’6.9

Low Resoiiitioii Image of, the SantaBarbara-SAR .Image

fig. 6.11

Mask Areas Around Candidate Targets in. the
Santa Barbara- SAR Image

•
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Fig. 6.12 Edge-based Segmentation for Image in Fig. 6.11

fig. 6.13

Extracted Edges within the Focus of Attention Areas
■•■.'for H10 Santa/Barbara SAR Image.- .
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6.3 The Extraction of Image1 Global Representation

6.3.1

General
\

One of the major difficulties in computer vision and image
understanding, as well as most knowledge processing, systems is due
to the very strict locality of the input image entities, or the input
knowledge in general, which carry very little useful information, if
taken individually. To achieve meaningful image understanding
tasks, the system needs to comprehend the input information in a
global form, similarly in other knowledge processing systems,
complex relations among the input information entities, (or
evidence) are usually required by the decision (or conclusion)
making stage in the system.
In this section, we investigate the utilization of the multi-layer
hierarchical scheme of Chapter 4 for the extraction of a global
attributed symbolic representation from the input images. The
input to the scheme is on the form of two-dimensional array of cells
which take values over a very local input alphabet, as will be shown
in Section 6.3.2. A transformation mapping is driven by the input
data and performed over the cells of the scheme field to map these
cells from the input local alphabet into a global alphabet.
The output alphabet of the hierarchical transformation at
different layers in the scheme is designed according to the
decomposition of the candidate complex objects into relatively
simpler features (or image primitives). The image alphabets of this
experiment are discussed in Section 6.3.3. The neighborhood
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configuration among cells of the scheme field, the adjacency
predicate between output symbols, and the mapping function of the
hierarchical graph transducer are presented in Section '6.3.4. The
extraction of ARG representation from the field of the scheme is
discussed in Section 6.4 and the results of Experiments I and II are
presented in Sections 6.6 and 6.7, respectively.

6.3.2

The Input Alphabet

Images are presented to the multi-layer scheme in the form of
two-dimensional arrays of cells which are assigned values from a set
of local symbols, which are rheasured from real scenes by some
other available means. The set of input symbols is usually taken as
the input alphabet of the hierarchical graph transducer. In both
Experiment I and Experiment II, the input to this scheme is in the
form of thinned edge image, therefore, we choose the input alphabet
to be the simple binary set of black and white image pixels, as was
shown in Chapter 4, Figure 4.3-(a).

6.3.3

The Global Output Alphabet

Usually in the structural approach to image analysis and
understanding, objects in the images are decomposed into sets of
sub-objects, (or . features).
In turn, complex features are
decomposed into sets of simpler features, (or primitives), in a
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recursive manner. Therefore, complex objects are decomposed into
sets of primitives, which are easily measured by some conventional
vision peripherals, or obtained by some simple preprocessing
operations from the raw images.
As we discussed in Section 6.3.1, we extract thinned image edges
from the raw images through some preprocessing. The output of
the preprocessing operations takes the form of two-dimensional
binary array of local image pixels. In this section, we present the
design of a hierarchical feature alphabet which is used by the
multi-layer scheme for the extraction of global image representation.
In both experiments, we select to represent complex objects by
their contours.
In this case, elements of the output alphabets of the
hierarchical graph transformation are defined as line segments.
Symbols of the alphabet at low levels in the scheme represent short
lines, since the field cells at those levels cover relatively small areas
in the image. On the other hand, symbols of the alphabet at higher
levels represent relatively longer line segments, since cells of the
scheme field at higher levels cover larger areas in the image.
In general, the hierarchical output alphabet is on the form:
= \
I
where L is the number of layers in the
scheme, and S0i is the alphabet at the i'th layer of the scheme.
Each element of the alphabet at the i'th layer, E0i, is composed of a
group of elements of the alphabet at the (i-l)'th layer, E0i_1, such
that an element of that group occupy a cell in a certain
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neighborhood configuration. The neighborhood configurations are
defined by the neighborhood predicate R, as will be shown in Section
6.3.4.
In our work here, the output alphabet of the first layer of the
transformation, S^1, is taken to represent the digitized line
segments over 3x3-pixel windows, as shown in Figure 6.14. While,
elements of the alphabet of the second layer, Sq2, are composed of
those elements of Sq1 which are laying in a group of neighboring
cells as defined by the predicate R of the transducer. Elements of
E0Z represent arbitrary line segments over 7x7-pixel (22+1-lx2z+1-l)
windows, as shown in Figure 6.15. Each 7x7-pixel window is formed
from a central 3x3—pixel window and its contour-sur rounding
3x3—pixel windows, as shown in that figure.
That configuration
provides overlapping among low level elements that form the same
higher hierarchy element.
Similarly, elements of S^3 are composed of those elements of E02
that are laying in a group of neighboring cells and forming longer
lines, that are defined over larger windows, namely 15x15-pixel
(23+1-lx23+1-l) windows. In general, elements of the alphabet of the
i'th layer, E0\ are composed of elements of the alphabet of the
(i-l)'th layer, S0i_1, which lie in cells of the same neighborhood. A
symbol a4 E So' represents, in this case, a line segment that passes
through the center cell of a (2i+1-lx2i+1-l)-pixel window.
The digitization noise is handled by the proposed approach
through specification of the function Q which. defines pairs of
alphabet symbols for every pair of adjacent cells in the
neighborhood configuration. Moreover, the proposed hierarchical
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graph transducer can handle other noise and distortion by modifying
the transformation mapping, as we will show later in this chapter
how the scheme can handle broken line segments in the images.
The detailed definition of 0 for both .experiments is given in the next
section.

"6.3.'4.

The Adjacency Predicate and Mapping Function

The adjacency predicate R is used to define groups of
neighboring cells at different layers of- the scheme. In these
experiments, at the first layer we Use the eight-nearest neighbors of
each center cell to form nine cells neighborhood configurations.
Each of those eight cells is said to be ’'adjacent'' to the center cell
and vice versa. The mapping function 0 at this layer defines pairs
of possible adjacent output symbols for every pair of adjacent cells,
while the function § defines the correspondence between input and
output symbols. Both fi and
for these experiments, are defined in
Figure 6.16, At this layer, the graph, transformation maps the image
from the input alphabet, which is the binary set as defined over
single pixels, into elements of So1, which is shown in Figure 6.14,
and defined Over 3x3-pixel Windows,

Each cell in this layer of the

scheme represents a possible line segment which passes through
‘•this';-cell..■and,-lies in its surrounding 3x3-yixel window. Thus, the
transformation of the first layer maps the scope of the field cells
from single pixel into 3x3-^>ia:ei window.
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In the second layer, the adjacency predicate R defines the 16
cells surrounding every 3x3 window of cells as the neighbors of the
center cell of that window, forming a neighborhood configuration
which has scope of 7x7-pixel window, as shown in Figure 6.17. Each
of those cells is said to be "adjacent" to the center cell and vice
versa. The mapping function 0 at this layer defines pairs of possible
adjacent symbols, from E02, for every pair of adjacent cells. The
function $ defines the correspondence between symbols of Sq1 and
E02 for the center cells of every neighborhood configuration. The
transformation at this layer maps the image features from So1,
whose elements are defined over 3x3 windows of image pixels, into
E02, whose elements are defined over 7x7-pixel windows.
In general at the i'th layer, the transformation performs
mapping of the scope of the field cells from (2t-l)x(21-l) windows of
image pixels into (2i+1-l)x(2i+1-l) windows of image pixels. The
adjacency predicate R within the ith layer defines the 4x2* cells
surrounding every (2i-l)x(2l-l) window as the neighbors of the
center cell of that window, where each of these cells is called
"adjacent" to the center cell of the window. The transformation at
this layer maps the image features from elements of E0i_1, which
are defined over (2i-l)x(2i-l) window of pixels into more global
symbols of E0\ which are defined on larger windows of
(2i+1-l)x(2i+1-l) image pixels.
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Fig. 6.17

A Neighborhood Configuration of the Second Layer
in the Hierarchical Scheme

X
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6.4.

The Extraction of ARG Representation

The Multi-layer Hierarchical Scheme, proposed in Chapter 4 and
utilized here in this experimental work, performs mapping of the
image information contents from the spatial domain into the
alphabet E0 of hierarchical image symbolic representation, which are
digitized line segments of different length and orientation. Elements
of the alphabet at layer i, E0* G E0, which is the subset of the
global alphabet at the i'th layer, denotes line segments of different
length, while elements of the same layer denote line segments of
different orientation. The output! field of the scheme is a twodimensional array of cells which take values over S©. Nevertheless,
the same information contained: in that array can be better
!

•

represented by an Attributed Relational Graph (ARG) of the form
presented in Section 2.4.2.

j

The extraction of an ARG from the field of the hierarchical
scheme is a straight forward conversion of the image representation
from the field of the hierarchical scheme into a graph form. An
ARG consists of a set of attributed nodes and a set of attributed
branches. The nodes represent different features in the image with
attributes representing the properties of the corresponding features.
The attributed branches represent the relations between the
different features in the image.

In Sections 6.6 and 6.7 below, we

present the ARG representations which are extracted from both of
our experiments, namely, Experiment I which deals with multi-object
scenes, and Experiment II which is concerned with the SAR image
data, respectively.
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6.5 Distance Measure and Inexact Matching between ARGs

In Chapter 5, we presented a new efficient approach for
calculating a distance measure between two ARGs, in the general
form, and finding the best inexact matching configuration between
components of the two ARGs. The best inexact matching between
the two ARGs is the matching configuration between components of
the ARGs such that the distance measure between the two ARGs
possesses a global minimum. The overall distance measure between
two ARGs is defined in terms of the incremental distance (or local
weights) between their respective components, i.e., between the
nodes and the branches of the two ARGs. The local weights between
node^ or branches are assigned as functions of the respective
features or relations which are represented by those nodes or
branches, respectively. It is needless to say that these weights of
the local error-transformations of node or branch insertion, deletion,
or substitution are basically design parameters that are problem
dependent, we will illustrate in Section 6.6 and 6.7 for both Of our
experiments.
The technique presented in Chapter 5 is utilized for finding the
matching configuration of minimum global distance between two
attributed relational graphs for locating objects in an overlapped
multi-object scene, in Experiment I, and for target detection in SAR
images, in Experiment II. In Section 6.4, we commented on the
extraction of ARG representation from images. The attributed nodes
in the ARGs represent different image features in the images with
their attributes representing some properties of these features, such
as the length of line segments or the span of curve segments. The
branches between nodes in the ARG represent the attributed
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relations between the respective features represented by those
nodes, as will be seen in Sections 6.6 and 6.7 for both Experiment I
and Experiment II, respectively.
i

6.6

Locating Objects in Multi-Object Scenes

In Experiment I, we choose node and branch alphabets as shown
in Figure 6.18. The nodes are chosen to represent straight Line
segment (L) with length (1) as an attribute, Arc segment (A) with
length (1) and span (d) as attributes, and closed Curves (C) with
contour length (1) as an attribute. A branch between two nodes in
the ARG represents the relationship between the two features
represented by these two nodes. Branches are taken to correspond
to Joint relation (J) with attribute as the joint angle (tf), Intersection
relation (I) with the angle of intersection (tf) as an attribute, and
the relation between non-joint and non-intersecting, i.e. apart or
Facing (F), features with attribute (d) represents the distance
between the two center points of the two entities.
The set of image global features extracted from the single
object model image of Figure 6.2 is shown in Figure 6.19-(a), while
the set of relations between those features are shown in Figure
6.19-(b). The ARG representation of that image is shown in Figure
6.20. Similarly, the set of image global features extracted from the
multi-object image of Figure 6.3, and the set of relations between
those features of that image are shown in Figure 6.21-(a) and 6.21(b), respectively. The ARG representation of the multi-object image
is shown in Figure 6.22.
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Node Attribute Alphabet :

Entity

Attributes

Straight Line Segment : L

Length : 1
Length : 1

Arc Segment : A

Closed Curve : C

Span : d
Contour : 1

A = ( (L : 1). (A : 1. d), (C : 1) }

Branch Attribute Alphabet :

Relation

Attributes
.

Joint : J

Angle ; i?

Intersect : I

Angle : i?

Facing : F

Distance : d

j

E = MJ : ^). (I : 15), (F : d) f

Fig. 6.18 Node and Branch Attribute Alphabets
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Fig. 6.20

Attributed Relational Graph Representation for the
Single-Object Image of Fig. 6.2
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Fig. 6.22

Attributed Relational Graph Representation for the
Multi-Object image of Figure 6.3
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For this experiment in hand, we choose the weights of insertion
and deletion of differentnodes and branches of the attributed
relational graphs, as shown in Tables 6.1 and 6.2, for the insertion
and deletion, respectively. While, Tables 6.3 and 6.4 show the
weights of substitution (or relabeling) of nodes and branches,
respectively. The physical meaning of these weights of errortransformations can be clearly seen from the physical meaning of
the attributes of the different entities of the attributed relational
graphs. The approach proposed in Chapter 5 is used to locate the
object of Figure 6.2 in the multi-object overlapped scene of Figure
6.3, by calculating the graph distance measure between their
respective ARGs, which are shown in Figures 6.20 and 6.22, and
finding the best inexact matching configuration which possesses
minimum global distance between the two attributed relational
graphs. The results of this experiment are shown by the matching
configuration shown in Figure 6.23.

6.7

Target Detection in SAR Images

In this experiment, Experiment II, we choose node alphabet to
represent arbitrary straight line segments (L), with the length (1) as
their attributes. Branches of the ARG representation in this
experiment represent the relationships between the line segments
which are represented by the nodes. The branches are taken to
correspond to the following possible relations: Parallel (P) with
attribute as the distance (d) between the two line segments, Joint
(J) with attribute as the joint angle (1?), and Intersection (I) with the
angle of intersection ($) as an attribute.
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THE BEST INEXACT MATCHING BETWEEN THE TWO ARGs U and V
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Matching Configuration and Minimum Distance for
the Two ARGs of Figures 6.20 and 6.22
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The set of image global features extracted from the SAR image
of the Santa Barbara area is shown in Figure 6.24-(a), while the set
of relations between these features are shown in Figure 6.24-(b).
The ARG representation of that image is shown in Figure 6.25. The
sets of attributed features and relations of a model of an airport are
shown in Tables 6.5 and 6.6, while its ARG representation is shown in
Figure 6.26.
The weights of insertion and deletion of different nodes and
branches of the attributed relational graphs, in this experiments are
shown in Table 6.7 and Table 6.8, for insertion and deletion,
respectively. Tables 6.9 and 6.10 show the weights of substitutions
(or relabeling) of nodes and branches, respectively. The technique
proposed in Chapter 5 is, then, utilized to find the best inexact
matching configuration between the ARG representation of the SAR
image and that of a model target airport, and calculating the global
distance measure between the two ARGs. The results of this
experiment are shown in Figures 6.27 and 6.28.
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GLOBAL FEATURES EXTRACTED FROM THE TRANSFORMATION FIELD
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RELATIONS BETWEEN THE EXTRACTED FEATURES :
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Attributed Relational Graph Representation for SAR
Image of Santa Barbara Area
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Attributed Relations between Image

6.6

Features for a Model of an Airport
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Fig. 6.28

Attributed Relational Graph Representation for
a Model of an Airport
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Table 6.7
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Table 6.9 Assigned Weights of Node Substitution for Experiment II
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Fig. 6.27

Matching Configuration and Minimum Distance lor
the Two ARGs of Figures 6.25 and 6.27

Fig. 6.28

Approximate Location of an Airport in
the SAR Image of . Fig. 6.4
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CHAPTER

VII

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS

7.1

Summary of Results and Contributions

Our research contributions in the course of this thesis are
concentrated basically in two new techniques. First is the
hierarchical graph transducer for the extraction of image global
representation in the form of attributed relational graph from raw
input images. The second technique is the dynamic programming
approach to distance computation between two attributed relational
graphs and the extraction of the best inexact matching configuration
between the two graphs. In Sections 7.1.1 and 7.1.2, we state some
concluding remarks on each of these techniques and on their
utilization in image understanding, as investigated in this thesis, as
well as in other applications of knowledge representation and
machine intelligence in general.
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7. L1

Concluding Remarks on the Hierarchical Graph Transducer

Traditionally, there have been two major areas of research in
the field of machine vision and computer image analysis, namely,
the "Low-Level'' image processing and the "High-Level" image
understanding. In the area of image processing, the main emphasis
\

lies on some image processing operations of very local nature. The
objective of most image processing techniques is to improve the
quality of the images or to extract, some local information from the
images, e.g., filtering, enhancement, local edge operators, etc.
Usually, the media of image representation in this area, not only as
input but also throughout the operations, is basically the spatial
domain representation. In most cases, the output of an image
processing system is a processed image, or a better quality image,
but still in the spatial domain representation.
On the other hand, in the area of image understanding, even
though input images are usually given in the spatial domain form,
but the main media of image representation used in most
techniques is usually of more global nature, such as (attributed)
strings, trees, or graphs. Such global representations must be
extracted from the input spatial domain images. The major task of
image understanding is usually performed on the extracted global
representation. The output of these techniques is the result of
some decision making processes and conclusive decisions about the
contents of the images, e.g., locating objects, or recognizing some
patterns, etc.

■
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The problem of extracting a global representation from input
data is an important problem in the field of machine intelligence
and knowledge engineering, in general, and in computer vision and
image understanding in particular.
The hierarchical graph transducer described in Chapter 4 is
proposed as a systematic technique for extracting general global
representation scheme in the form of attributed relational graph
from the input images that are given in the spatial domain
representation.
The proposed technique possesses several
advantages which we state them briefly as follows:
*

It provides a systematic recursive technique to bridge the gap
between low-level ifnage processing and high-level image
understanding techniques.

*

It utilizes both model-driven and data-driven concepts, as shown
in Chapter 4. The model information are used in the design of
the different components of the graph transformation used in
the transducer, while the symbolic mapping from the input
alphabet to the Output global alphabet is performed on the
input data.*

*

The proposed transducer operates in an arbitrary configurable
field of cells, e.g., two dimensional array of cells, thus it
preserves all useful information and properties of the imagery
data, e.g., symmetry, closure of curves, connectivity, etc.

■/
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The number of layers used in the transducer is actually very
small,
since the size of subimages covered by the cells of
different layers of the field grows exponentially, as shown in
Chapter 4.
The technique is suitable for hardware implementation from two
points of view, both can be seen from the mapping algorithm
which is given in Chapter 4. First, the graph transformation
mapping can be performed in parallel over all cells of any layer.
Second, all mapping operations are modeled as simple bit-wise
manipulation. Both aspects are very helpful for high-speed and
easy implementable hardware. The details of the hardware
aspect of the proposed scheme is beyond the scope of our
research in this thesis.
The main disadvantage of the proposed technique is the large
size of the output alphabet, however this only happens when the
class of interesting objects is not known. In such cases, the
graph transducer will need to include a large set of features in
the output alphabet. This is usually the case of learning or
inferencing of prototype model representations, where the
transducer mapping is mainly driven by the input data only.
The large size of output alphabet usually represents a
disadvantage of the proposed technique, since it increases the
processing time required by hierarchical graph transducer
mapping.
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7.1.2

Concluding Remarks on the Graph Distance
and Inexact Matching Approach

In Chapter 5, we proposed a new approach for calculating a
distance measure between two attributed relational graphs, in their
general form as defined in Section 2.4.2, as well as finding the best
inexact matching confi.gura.tipn between the respective components
of the two graphs. Such an inexact matching configuration
possesses minimum global distance between the two attributed
relational graphs.

In this section! we discuss some advantages of

our approach to this combinatorial optimization problem.
*

The proposed approach handles the problem of distance
measure and inexact matching between two attributed relational
graphs in general form.

*

The state-space representation generated by the approach
contains several feasible paths between the initial node and the
final nodes, and then the approach utilizes a dynamic
programming technique, with linear computational complexity, to
search for the global optimum, i.e., the shortest path in the
state-space representation from the initial state to any of the
final states.*

*

The approach can handle global as well as local deformations in
the attributed relational graphs, as shown in Chapter 5.
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*

The computational complexity of the proposed approach is
0(MZNZ(M+N)), where M and N are the number of nodes in the
two attributed relational graphs. This complexity is far better
than most approaches for similar problems, [eshe84a].

*

The proposed approach performs, in its general version, a twoway matching process.

*

The costs of different error-transformations,' as defined locally
on nodes or branches, can take either deterministic or
stochastic form. They are not required to be independent since
they are used to calculate the incremental cost, and the global
search is performed by the shortest-path dynamic programming
algorithm. As we discussed in Section 6.5, the choice of these
costs is problem dependent, i.e., they are actually design
parameters.

*

The
approach
is
amenable
to
parallel
architecture
implementation in generating the state-space representation, as
well as in performing the shortest-path search. A clear reason
for this is t'he multi-stage nature of the state-space
representation, [chia81], [kana81a].*

*

In the proposed approach, we assumed that the upper bound for
the number of directly connected, or adjacent, nodes in either
of the two attributed relational graphs is a constant, which is
small in comparison with the total number of nodes in the
graphs. The case of a complete graph, i.e., a graph in which
every node is directly connected to all the other nodes, will
cause the computational complexity of the proposed approach to
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increase. This is basically the only handicap of the technique.
Nevertheless, Complete graphs are very seldomly needed in
practical applications.
/

7.2

'

Suggestions for Future Research

There are several interesting topics of research which emanate
from our work in the course of this thesis* In the remaining part of
this section, we discuss some of these topics.
(1)

The hierarchical graph transducer presented in Chapter 4,
uses the model-object information to restrict the alphabet of
image features into only those features which are obtained
from the recursive decomposition of complex objects into sub
objects and finally into image primitives. The inferencing of
such an alphabet of features can be done manually or
automatically by a training procedure. The graph transducer,
as presented in Chapter 4, is capable of performing the
required inference in a straight forward fashion by first
considering the set of all image features over the different
sub-images. In this case, the mapping is mainly driven by the
input data only. The extracted image features are then
considered as the required alphabet to be used later in the
technique. However, the set of all features might be large and
therefore, the technique will be slow in performing the
learning task. A faster, or more intelligent, learning technique
might, be needed to infer the alphabet of image features,
which the technique uses during the operation stage.
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(2)

The inference procedure suggested above can be incorporated
with the rest of pur system in a more general vision system,
as shown in Figure 7.1. The system possesses the learning
capability through the inference procedure to build up the
alphabet of image features and primitives. It uses attributed
relational graphs as the media of image knowledge
representation. Both the image feature alphabet and the
attributed relational graph representation of the model-objects
are extracted from the model images during the learning
phase. During the operation phase, the system utilizes the
alphabet of image features inferred from the model images to
extract the attributed relational graph representation of any
given image, as shown in Chapter 4.

(3)

The two new approaches proposed in Chapters 4 and 5 of this
thesis, are also useful in several other applications of machine
intelligence. Each of the proposed techniques provide an
efficient solution to an essential problem in the field of
machine intelligence. The hierarchical graph transducer
provides a systematic methodology for learning and inference
of a global knowledge representation from given input data
that is defined in terms of local entities (or evidence). This is
usually an important issue in artificial intelligence and
knowledge engineering that need to be investigated further.
Also, the utilization of the dynamic programming approach for
distance measure and inexact matching between two general
attributed relational graphs in other application areas of
machine intelligence need to be studied more, e.g., its usage
for defining certainty measures between collective information
representation,
databases, etc.

or for inexact information retrieval from

Analysis

Input
Image
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Model
linage

Fig. 7.1

Block Diagram of a More General Image Understanding System
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